Not long after I started my ‘War On Shills’ Mel Ve [who at the time was in
regular contact with members of the Hollie Hoax group; the hot topic
being super slimy Brian Gerrish] invited me onto her Freedom Central
radio show. At the time I was far too preoccupied with J’s illness, and
she was happy to postpone. When I did get back to her she didn’t reply.
Perhaps she was too busy – she probably had far more important
people to talk to. Or maybe in the interim she had been ‘advised’ by the
‘grey suits’ not to talk to me. I did intend contacting her again, thinking
that she might not have got my email; but after listening to the interview
she did with Sheva Burton and Louise Clarke I was horrified; realised
that she too is a NWO gatekeeper and decided I want nothing
whatsoever to do with her.
This realisation came as a shock, as I really thought she was
independent and I used to have so much respect for her because she
was one of the very few seemingly doing such a good job exposing the
lower level ‘controlled opposition’. Perhaps she was getting too good at
it and had to be curtailed. She must’ve pissed the Masonic high ups off
when she gave the Hollie Hoax group a large audience. There’s another
way of looking at it though. Perhaps she was ‘allowed’ to give them [a
group of genuine ‘ordinary’ folk] a platform, to give herself credibility.
This is how shills trick us into believing they’re the real deal. This was
the tactic used by Charlie Foulkes - she used my story to give herself
credibility. So when these con artists come out with some bullshit, you
don’t recognize it as such, you tend to think it must be true.
Mel Ve certainly had me fooled. Then again I was only interested in the
videos that she did re the controlled opposition. It didn’t matter to me
what her other videos were about or who her other guests were. But
when you begin to realise how cleverly controlled opposition works you
understand that there only needs to be 5% or less disinfo [plain
lies/nonsense] from an otherwise credible source of information, for that
person [NWO agent] to help keep the populace comatosed. So after
becoming suspicious about Mel Ve and starting to look a little deeper, I
soon realised that she is NOT the independent truth seeker/truth sharer
she appears to be. As for whether she is a turncoat or whether she was
always working for the enemy I don’t really care. The important thing is
that she is definitely NOT now on the side of truth and justice and
freedom for all.
Some might say she is just naive, or perhaps a bit shallow – putting her
ego first and a drive for some sort of celebrity rather than striving for
truth; that she’s not something more sinister – an evil subversive. None

of that matters. What matters is that she is NOT a freedom fighter.
Even if she is just naive [which I certainly don’t believe is the case] she
is a useful idiot assisting the NWO agenda and cannot be tolerated [or
trusted]. Time is of the essence. Read on.
Mel Ve is described as an international alternative media celebrity and
a global icon for the revolutionary movement.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6W2yVyDqtU That tells us all we
need to know about who’s side Mel Ve is really on. In the above video
whereby Mel talks to Ethann Fox, she says her name Mel Ve is not her
“illegal corporate fiction”. She talks of her “corporate illegal fiction” as
being the name on her birth certificate which is Melanie Spencer and
says “we are declared dead at the age of 7”. Strewth give me strength.
This ‘Freeman on the land/Strawman’ nonsense is just another way the
ruling elite, through their agents such as ‘Lawful Rebellion’
http://www.lawfulrebellion.org/ ’Freedom Rebels’
http://www.freedomrebels.co.uk/ ‘BCG’
http://www.britishconstitutiongroup.com/article/reclaiming-oursovereignty ... keep the public under control. They brainwash people
into believing they can avoid their debts/challenge judges and
magistrates in their own courts. Of course this only ever leads to socalled ‘lawful rebels’ getting themselves a criminal record [possibly even
a prison sentence] which obviously brings all sorts of problems for them
and their families, which of course is the plan of the PTB. Also
criminals are not credible challenges to the ruling elite criminals.
As Mel says she cannot use her Mel Ve name on her passport or on any
identifying documentation. So it is not real; just more of the same time
wasting useless PRETENCE; just as the whole ‘Strawman’ jiggery
pokery is. Mel says she’s involved with various ‘projects’ to address the
‘passport’ problem, amongst other things. Such ‘projects’ are phoney
schemes designed to buy time for the ruling elite. All shills only ever
talk about phoney ‘solutions’. Mel, just like all shills, gives you false
hope, keeps you confused and going around in circles.
No shill will ever tell you that the ONLY way the NWO can be stopped
and the criminals behind it and those aiding it exposed and brought to
justice is to expose the fact that there is an illegal shadow authority in
the form of freemasonry and other various secret societies that runs
through EVERY society in every country worldwide. If they do mention
freemasonry it will be done half heartedly, for example by saying some
freemasons or certain groups are to blame/are corrupt ... that not all
freemasons are bad ... i.e. they avoid talking about the purpose of

freemasonry. Also no shill will ever tell you that anyone who is a mason,
no matter what level, or who benefits from freemasonry or any other
secret society, is a follower of Lucifer the devil. Nor will any shill ever tell
you that if you want freedom you have to literally follow God into battle
[and by joves if you remain totally loyal to God, you will suffer for it]. It
is not ok to remain neutral. You have to choose a master. If you do not
choose God and live your life according to His teaching, with 100%
commitment – there are no half measures - you are serving Satan.

Continuing with my analysis of the video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6W2yVyDqtU, with, as always,

my comments in red:
Mel claims to have healed herself using Reiki. She says she had a car
accident aged 18, was in a wheelchair for a year, learned reiki and
healed herself back on to her feet. I am very sceptical. Have a look at
this http://scienceblogs.com/whitecoatunderground/2009/03/11/reiki-stillstupid-after-all-t/ “There is no such thing as “life energy”. Since it is
immeasurable, unobservable, and exerts no measurable effects, it is
almost by definition non-existent. Reiki is really nothing more than
vitalism, the discredited ancient idea that there is an immaterial life force
separate from the physical body. Reiki is no different from any other
woo. It is an unproven and unproveable practice based on discredited
ideas about the human body.” Of course Mel might be telling the truth.
But there is no evidence of that and no-one has corroborated her story
of self-healing [or even that she was even confined to a wheelchair for a
year.]
During the interview she says we shouldn’t need such as a thing as a
passport. Well we do need such documents as we do need a form of
identity and we do need to stop criminals moving around. At 19 mins
she says she’s living free of the ‘slave’ system. I wonder if she
means that by being in league with freemasonry [as all NWO
gatekeepers are] that she is living a comfortable life protected by
masonry, and as such is spared the slave-type conditions that most of
us exist under. She is very vague when she talks of how she manages
to drive a car without a driver’s license and that she will be deregistering
her car. I have noticed that shills have a habit of thinking IN THE
FUTURE. Just as Mel Ve WILL be deregistering her car, shills say they
WILL produce ‘the evidence’ [at some unknown time in the future.] Mel
says she and her hubby “fly beneath the radar quite skilfully by
moving around a lot [every 6 months]” that’s conveniently vague! and

that they make a point of not getting caught and staying out of court.
She says it doesn’t matter what you try to use in court ... how you try to
fight it in court “you may get a judge with an ego ... and then you’re
toast”. So no practicing what she preaches - ‘freedom on the land’- for
Mel Ve! That’s cos she knows it’s all BOLLOX. She’s very vague about
her income, laughs about being 3 months behind with her rent, doesn’t
explain where she gets her 250 Euros per month for her “legalised
squatting building” and says she’s more worried about “astral attacks”!!!
At just after 32 mins, Mel discusses the SWISSINDO Mister Sino scam.
This bit of the video really sent my bullshit barometer into overdrive.
Mel talks about ‘good guys’ working within various networks, such as the
United Nations ... apparently there is around 15% of the world’s gold
going for grabs [monetary value of around $6 million for each of us!!!
Yes you heard correctly. Now if you think you’re going to get anything
from Mister Conman Sino you are an even bigger fool than I thought. As
for Mel, her involvement and promotion of this scam means she’s
stinking to high heaven.] Mel says she is a delegate for the African
delegation [there are 100 delegates]. She says she was approached
and offered the job. She says the plan is to set up a banking system
outside the current system [sounds like the Roger Hayes ‘Lawful Bank’
scam]. She says the ‘King of Kings’ Mister Sino is “a good person, a
man of the highest spiritual intent and has best wishes for humanity”.
She refers to his “gift to humanity”. I feel like throwing up! She says
JFK [who called for a return of America's currency to the gold standard,
and the dismantling of the Federal Reserve System] was going to do this
project with Mister Sino ...
Listen to what she says on the well known shill site ‘Before Its News’.
Our intrepid seeker and sharer of truth, ‘investigative journalist’ Mel Ve
meets with the big man Mr Sino himself. If your stomach can take it,
do read on. I must warn you though this really does come with a
health warning. http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2014/06/mel-ve-624-14-report-back-from-indonesia-meeting-with-swissindo-and-king-ofkings-2982958.html She says: “It is true that we cannot hope to solve
the problems of the world with the same consciousness, thoughts and
practices that created the problems in the first place.” More utter
bollocks. Who got humanity into this mess? Not Joe Public. Yes the
general public allowed evil to rule because your average Joe on the
street doesn’t think s/he can do anything about it. Every action results
from a thought. The only thing that holds us back from challenging evil
is thinking that we can’t; because people en masse listen to the voice of
Satan; you know the one that feeds us negative thoughts – the one that

tells us to be afraid, the one that tells us we’ll look like idiots, the one that
convinces us we are powerless against the mighty establishment. Well
it’s high time people start sticking the finger up at Satan and start
believing that we can. When individuals believe they can become
empowered, collectively we will bring in God’s New World Order.
Now read the following link for some SWISSINDO truth. [The
propaganda video shown is almost certainly narrated by Mel herself. It
certainly sounds like her.] Former insider and whistleblower Pieta
Morgan explains the proposed new hierarchy that is to run the world.
“The 'king of kings' sits atop several layers of 'royal' authority down to
a series of emperors delegated to each continent. Prime Ministers etc sit
below these appointed emperors. This is the sort of typical collectivist
madness to be expected from the United Nations; a completely
unrepresentative and undemocratic institution comprised of tyrants
pretending to be saviours of the Earth.”
http://www.truthwillovercometyranny.com/radio-podcasts/65-swissindoexposed-by-insider-pieta-morgan.html
Mel, who accuses Heather Tucci-Jarraf [more on her below] of
sabotaging the Swissindo project has fallen out with her over Swissindo
and the ‘Queen of Africa’ title she was offered. Just that silly title is
enough to tell you that this project - which even Mel herself refers to as a
‘game’ - is a con. [Around 59 mins of the vid.]
At 1hr 32 mins Mel is saying the ‘darkness’ isn’t bad. She says we need
people like Kevin Annett here. Pass me that puke bucket again, please.
She says we need that negative energy to help us evolve. Yes, you
heard that right. She says it is not about good and evil. Apparently
someone from inside the Vatican – a cardinal - phoned a contact of hers
to say that they don’t want to be evil, but they have to be as part of
their contract on this planet. They have a contract with darkness.
This is needed to ultimately serve the betterment of humanity. Oh
fucking hell - now I’m reduced to swearing; sorry can’t help it; this shite
just makes my blood boil. Mel is even worse than I thought. Is she
brainwashed or just plain evil? I’d say the latter; she’s too intelligent to
just go along with this crap. She’s completely sold out to Satan. She
says their contract with darkness is over. She says she’s involved with
the setting up of common law grand juries to sort it all out. She’s setting
them up in South Africa. How ridiculous. We already have perfectly
good structures in place. It is unnecessary and, even if possible, would
be futile to try to set up anything new. Whilst the bad guys remain in
power, in possession of all the money, how the hell can you have a

system running alongside them??? They will just infiltrate and take over
any structure Mel creates!!! How about bringing to justice the
criminals in power and then filling those positions with the good
guys??? The problem is Mel doesn’t believe the bad guys should be
punished; she wants to forgive and rehabilitate. Well they’re not
showing us any bloody mercy. Bad people need to be punished. How
do you bring a child up to know right from wrong? When the child does
wrong, you teach it that there is a punishment for that. You don’t just
accept it, or the kid never learns appropriate behaviour!!! I wonder if Mel
would be so forgiving if she had really suffered from the PTB’s evil.
There is no evidence that she is suffering [or has suffered]. Only God’s
servants suffer in this life. She is NOT on God’s team. We get back to
the same old realisation - there is no nice way of dealing with the evil
psychopaths in power and their gatekeepers. You can’t work with them.
We have to FIGHT them. We have to FIGHT FOR FREEDOM. There is
no such thing as a nice war. When you fight evil, you have to be
prepared to sacrifice your life. You might as well give it all you have,
because whilst they’re in power YOU HAVE NO LIFE.
1hr 43 mins Mel says there is some truth in what Icke says when he
talks of reptilian blood lines. Need I go on folks? Does anyone need
any more proof of who Mel Ve really works for? Just in case there are
those who do, I’ll continue ... She talks of folklore; fairy tales – dragons,
serpentine beings and mermaids and says we cannot ignore these
dragon origins. She says she has a book on mythology written in the
1970s which references a dragon-like race in Indonesia and says she is
into the study of serpent worship. See her Chasing the Dragon video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S23t0e2AZPY&list=UUhtUfNsofmXlr
m-PJGTxJgQ
Mel spews the same nonsense as that other slick super-shill bullshitter
Ickie, saying that the darkness serves the light – that everything is one.
Incidentally she pretends to slag him off, saying he is controlled
opposition. If she was being sincere she would not allow the videos she
did with him to continue to pollute her video library and she would not be
promoting the same bull as him. When you know that someone is a C/O
agent, you do not afford them any credibility whatsoever by linking to
them in any shape or form.
She even declares she “has perfect intent”. Oh my! This barefaced
LIAR is in a league of her own in the piss-taking stakes. She says
‘they’re’ coming out now, admitting they’ve made a mess and they’re
saying “hey we’re giving you the opportunity to help enforce

changes in the world.” Folks, Mel Ve is trying to convince you that the
truly evil paedophile psychopaths in power are now inviting us plebs to
work alongside them, to help them make the world a better place!!!
Mel does not seem to realise that her satanic driven Masonic handlers
are making her look a right tit. This is what happens when you serve the
dark side and allow fawners to feed your ego. Mel craves celebrity more
than she does freedom. She says they’re offering to repair some of
the damage ... This is cringeworthy stuff. I actually feel sorry for Mel Ve
that she has been persuaded to stink [not a typo] so low that she would
agree to regurgitate this nonsense. When asked to give an example of
what ‘they’ have agreed, she says the only example she can give is that
they are offering to enforce the findings and verdicts of the
common law grand juries. She hasn’t got a bloody clue how ridiculous
she sounds. What she promotes is no different than the absurdity of the
‘anti-corruption act’. No one should need to enforce judgements. If we
had no corruption [Masonic influence] in our judicial/law enforcement
systems, people would be doing their jobs properly and justice would
flow naturally. I will reiterate, so that you fully understand what Mel
Ve is pushing as a solution. She says the corrupt ones should be
enforcing proper proceedings; that the mega-criminals should stay in
power and that they should let us use their structures. STOP
LAUGHING. She really believes she has all the answers and is trying to
convince you that all the solutions are being put in place. Here’s the
killer line though. She wants everything to collapse, so that it can be
rebuilt. She’s working on a project to protect against too much
upheaval that will result from ending one system and going into
another. She wants a REVOLUTION. [2hrs 14 mins.] She believes the
new system should be based on a ‘resource based economy’. [More on
this below, where I discuss Jacque Fresco - another of Mel’s ‘hero’s and the man behind the ‘Venus Project’. See also
http://antimatrix.org/Convert/Books/Jacque_Fresco_Designing_the_Futu
re/Jacque_Fresco_Designing_the_Future.html] I’ve said it many times,
and I will say it again. You cannot appease bullies. If you don’t stand up
to them and fight them, you are with them.
So Mel Ve, are you INCREDIBLY naive and brainwashed and shallow,
such that you are after some sort of celebrity OR are you incredibly
fucking EVIL? Which is it Mel?

Mel says, during the interview she did with Heather TucciJarraf http://removingtheshackles.net/freedom-central-radio-transcriptmel-ve-and-heather-of-oppt/ that, according to her research, Lucifer
actually contracted with the Reptilians to anchor the darkness to

evolve humanity. She says it actually is a huge sacrifice on their part
to bring this darkness to us. Heather comes out with her own
gobbledegook, saying: “It’s a very simple document that covers all these
legal, lawful issues, but in such a manner where you don’t have to worry
about all that was done and then understanding the mechanics of it. All
you have to understand is that you BE. Does that make sense?” Mel
replies: “Yeah. Absolutely. So where can they find this document,
Heather?” Heather says: “It’s on Scribd…I can actually send you the
links. I know Lisa Harrison.” More on Lisa Harrison below. Mel then
asks: “when are we going to stop having to use paper money? When is
the system going to stop with the illusion? When can we actually go
back to or start to use something else?” There is no need to stop using
paper money. There is nothing wrong with the system of exchanging
money for goods and services; the problem lies with the corrupt and
greedy private bankers who are allowed to run their fractional reserve
ponzi scheme. The illusion stops when the disinfectant of sunlight
shines in very dark places, such as in Masonic lodges, where the light of
truth does not enter. When freemasonry and all other secret societies
are outlawed and all their conspiratorial members brought to book, then
we can live in a fair and just world – god’s righteous world.

If anyone is still undecided about which side of the fence Mel Ve
sits, read on. Take a look at the interview she did with Sheva and
Louise, recorded on 30th September 2012 and published on 8th October
2012. This is the broadcast that originally got me suspicious about Mel
and led me to listen to some of her other videos, such as the one above,
to find out what her game really is.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7ihLzy0YIE Pay particular
attention to the highlighted bits. I comment in red. Please note, to avoid
repetition I only cover the areas which have not already been dealt with
in my ‘Sheva Burton’ PDF. So please take a look at that PDF first
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/SHEVA_BURTON.php Please also take a
look at my PDFs on Ben Emlyn-Jones
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/BEN_EMLYN-JONES.php Charlie Foulkes
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/CHARLIE_FOULKES.php and Christopher
Booker http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/CHRISTOPHER_BOOKER.php
Sheva says in the 1993 rally whereby 1400/1500 people congregated in
The Square, everyone there had been abused or knew someone who
had. She asked people to put their hands up if they knew hundreds had
been abused. Some people had their hands up. She said “even a
thousand or more” and there were still hands up. That is almost
certainly not true. Where is the footage of this momentous day? Sheva

only shows 3 photos of the day on her brief video clip; and those same
photos are also published on her facebook. There is no recording. If
such a vast number of people marched that day SURELY THERE
WOULD BE LOTS OF PHOTOS AND EVEN VIDEO RECORDINGS.
DID NO-ONE ELSE HAVE A CAMERA/CAMCORDER ON THEM THAT
DAY? Apparently the BBC were filming that day too. But there is
nothing to show for that either. Sheva says she has some footage of the
clips on old VHS tapes, which she intends to upload onto the internet
“over the next week or so”. SO WHERE ARE THEY? YOU’D THINK
THEY’D ALREADY BE ONLINE! At the time of writing this, it is
November 2014 i.e. MORE THAN 2 YEARS AFTER THIS INTERVIEW.
AND THERE IS STILL NO SIGN OF THESE CLIPS.
Sheva says the police chief, responsible for policing the event, told her
that the police had no idea child abuse was so widespread and that on
seeing the mass of raised hands, many officers wept no evidence of that
though!. She says that some of those police officers went on to create
things like ‘CEOP’ http://ceop.police.uk/ which, she says, did create
change. Jesus wept! More of the same disgusting PRETENCE. Why
would the police need to create a site to tackle child abuse??? THEY
ARE ALREADY THE AUTHORITY RESPONSIBLE FOR TACKLING
CRIME – ALL CRIME – INCLUDING CHILD ABUSE. And the wonderful
campaigner against child abuse Sue or Sheva or whatever the hell she
calls herself just accepts that and believes they’re making a
difference??? Why didn’t Mel Ve press her on this??? Sounds like
Sheva’s Masonic handler has told her to say this, just to convince us
apathetic lot to accept that something is being done for CSA victims ...
Sheva also says sites like ‘Maypack’ and ‘Into the light’ sprang up. I’ve
searched cyberspace for some info on these sites ... and met a blank
wall. Why didn’t Sheva elaborate? Why didn’t she give the website
addresses? Why didn’t Mel question her further?
Mel says lots of ‘movements’ are infiltrated and usurped before they’ve
even had a chance to get going; that “you can start a revolution if it is not
controlled and quelled.” Revolution is exactly what the ruling elite want
to provoke. We genuine freedom fighters need to prevent that at all
costs.
Sheva says the BBC crew were told it couldn’t be shown and they
threatened to walk out unless it was shown. Of course there is no
evidence that the BBC crew did anything of the sort. You’d think Sheva
would’ve asked for something in writing to this effect, or that she would
have got the telephone conversation she had in this regard recorded.

She says she was invited onto Kilroy and other programmes but there is
no evidence that she was on any programme. She talks about “false
memory syndrome suddenly becoming an issue” and says she and her
fellow campaigners are all demanding change. What the hell does she
mean by that? Is she a f*cking politician? Doesn’t she mean JUSTICE?
She laughs, saying that they were accused of making things up and that
a therapist told them that. Why is she laughing? She should be as mad
as hell. Mel just goes along with it; accepting Sheva at her word; not
questioning her on anything. Sheva says she went on Sky news no
evidence of that either! and was up against a therapist who was saying
about false memory syndrome. She says that she told the therapist that
she couldn’t get help and other survivors she knows couldn’t find
therapists who would talk to them. She says, “the therapists don’t know
what to do with us, they’re turning us away” and, “where are these
therapists who are not only going to listen to us, but who are going to
encourage us to have these false memories?” She says, “later we find
there is the paedophile information exchange”. Notice how vague she
is. No names of therapists, no details, no time-line, no names of other
victims she knows ... It’s as if she has just been told to throw in these
key words – ‘false memory syndrome’, ‘paedophile information
exchange’ ... But wait. That is exactly what has happened. If you read
my PDF on Sheva you will see more confirmation that she is clearly
lying, that she cannot substantiate anything she says and that she is a
NWO disinfo agent. She says she has footage and there is footage
online ... Where???
As regards the Hollie Greig fiasco, Sheva says “I’m not prepared to say
that Hollie Greig’s story is necessarily untrue, I really don’t know.” Why
doesn’t Mel Ve tell her there is overwhelming evidence that the HG
story is NOT TRUE??? She doesn’t say it’s a hoax until she’s making
her closing comments during the interview. Instead all she says is that
the HGJ lot do wear people down and that she only contributes to
groups who are controlled by ‘nice’ individuals.
Nowhere during this interview does Sheva mention her father, never
mind that she tried to sue him. And of course there is no mention of the
important change in the law that prompted her to start her campaign.
Wonder why! That is the most important part of her story;

the very reason she started her campaign and YET
SHE DOESN’T MENTION IT!!!

Mel then brings Louise in [21:21]. This person grates on my nerves
more than Sheva; and that’s saying something. My bullshit

barometer hit new heights with Sheva, but it is totally off
the scale with this Louise Clarke NWO sell out shill. She
makes a complete mockery of all genuine victims of child
abuse and especially within the area of ‘mind control’.
[Please see my PDF on Ben Emlyn for more on this.] If
you took either of these ‘women’ seriously, especially
Louise, anyone would think you had lost your marbles.
Whoever repeats the rubbish these two NWO whores are
parroting is going to be ridiculed; and quite right too. The
likes of Sheva and Louise and the HGJ gang are the reason
genuine campaigners against child abuse lose all
credibility. This is exactly how entire movements in the
past have been destroyed. This is exactly why the
populace is NOT waking up to the NWO.
The blurb under the video written by Mel is: “The awakening population
is having it's attention diverted by false campaigns such as the Hollie
Greig campaign, and it is being supported by provably co opted
"Alternative Media". Those most affected by the co intel tactics, are as
always, the genuine victims and survivors, many of them scattered
through infiltration... However, all is not lost, as many of them have come
forward to give us information, and on this clip, we speak to two very
brave ladies, Sheva and Louise, who share their stories and insights
into what is going on, through their own unique experiences.” Someone
pass me the sick bucket quick smart. I challenge anyone to sit and
stomach the ABSOLUTE TOMMY ROT that these two charlatans spew.
In particular I challenge anyone to listen to [and try and make sense of]
Louise’s rambling nonsense. Any credibility Mel Ve might have earned
herself with the interviews she did of the Hollie Hoax camp has been
completely and utterly destroyed by letting either of these two ‘ladies’
anywhere near the air waves. She has made an unpardonable mistake.
It is a shame because what she says in her blurb is very true. But the
message got lost when she let Sheva and Louise loose.
Ok, on to Louise. Deep breath. As always I comment in red. She says
her job was to deprogram a child that had been abused [which included
being ‘programmed’] in ‘care’. She says whilst getting a care order
revoked she was up against a lot of obstruction. She says she was
helping the mother who had given birth to other children of which she

was unaware! She says she and this mother were being gang-stalked.

She talks about Tavistock and Valerie Simpson. She went to a
conference which covered Satanic abuse. Louise talks very
vaguely. She doesn’t name the child/mother, doesn’t give dates or a
time line and doesn’t give any details or explanation as to what she
means by ‘deprogram’, ‘satanic abuse’ ‘gang-stalking’ ... Louise, like
Sheva, appears to be just regurgitating these ‘labels’. It’s a common
theme in the ‘against child abuse’ troof community.
She says she went to the 2011 against child abuse rally and said
things during her speech that Gerrish wouldn’t say i.e like mind
control and ritual abuse. She said that she was fobbed off when she
wanted to know where the footage was of her speaking. Finally she
was told her clip got contaminated. Mel sighs in support of Louise
on hearing this. She doesn’t question anything Louise says. Louise
does a lot of waffling and regularly switches from one thing to the
next. Even though she takes her time and chooses her words
carefully she still doesn’t make much sense. She is so boring and
full of obvious bullshitification that it is hard to stay awake and
focus on what she says. She talks about the ‘agenda’! What
agenda??? Mel just goes along with the nonsense and even says
that Louise had answered her question!!! Louise nonchalantly says
she gets confused. She talks of the “darker side of the system”.
She says “Social Services come in and behave very unusual”. She
says they “fake sincerity very well”. That’s rich coming from this
first class fake.
Louise says she first came into this in 2010 “BECAUSE I WAS
BORED... So I got involved with the Hollie Greig campaign.” She
says: “WOW, someone got through. We can’t get no-where ... we
can’t get justice.” Also: “ And I even told the child that I saved
from them ... she’s saying what you’re saying and what’s going on ...
they can’t say she’s a liar cos she’s got Downs Syndrome.” Louise
continues: “I supported the HG campaign ... you’re saying what I
know.” And she repeatedly says “it is all orchestrated”. This is
bullshit of epic proportions. It is obvious that this piss taking
sub-human is following a loosely compiled Masonic script. NOONE gets involved with this stuff because they are BORED. People
get forced into it because they or their loved ones become a victim of
injustice in some way. Others might get involved due to moral

obligation; for example after witnessing some form of malpractice
in the workplace.
Louise says that everything she speaks of [which is meaningless
twaddle] is ‘hidden’. She says she wrote to Tony Blair and MI5 !!!
and David Blunkett. “AND I UPLOADED THEIR RESPONSES!!!
... and they’re not hidden”. But she doesn’t tell us where she
publicised these responses, so we can read them ourselves... She
waffles on, repeatedly saying “They allow the HG story to come
through ... it don’t tally, it don’t tally ... something’s not right.” Mel
is listening intently to all this and taking it all on board!!! All of this
is all obvious total fabrication. Mel Ve is either incredibly
stupid or she’s sold out. The stuff this Louse [not a typo] talks
about belongs in conspiranut land. She provides not one shred of
evidence to support anything she says. And Mel is happy to accept
her [and Sheva] at their word. Mel is supposed to be this admired
and popular researcher/broadcaster and yet she doesn’t think to ask
these women for any evidence to support their claims and she
doesn’t research either of them.
Louise waffles on, saying she “don’t get involved all that much”, she
likes “my own truth”. She says she went to a campaign where Bill
Maloney and Robert Green [waffle waffle waffle] ... She can’t
remember what it was all about but she made a speech there!!! I’m
sure no-one in their right mind would still be listening to this lying
Louise [or the other lying shill – Sheva] anywhere near this far into
the video. But I will continue to loosely transcribe; so that you can
skim read, if you like; which will save you the trouble and trauma of
listening to all this bullcrap. Mel interrupts every now and again
with a supportive grunt or comment. UNBELIEVABLE.
Louise goes on about NLP [Neuro-Linguistic Programming] being
used on her of which there is no evidence. Sheva comes back in
talking about ‘expert witnesses’ – psychiatrists labelling parents as
unfit. She says that if you are a survivor of abuse ‘they’ will target
you and they will put labels on you. She says “they will muller you
psychologically ... this has happened to me”. She says parents get
destroyed, even in some cases without the expert meeting the
parent ... just because they were abused. She says the labels used
are: ‘narcism’, ‘maunchausens by proxy’ [although this has stopped,

says Sheva, only because she and her fellow campaigners were
shouting about it] and ‘borderline personality disorder’. She says
the risk of future emotional harm is the one often used to get kids
removed from parents. Sheva seems to know a lot about all this and
she speaks on behalf of other ‘victims’, saying that she has
witnessed “many parents” having NLP used against them. AND
YET SHE DOES NOT/CANNOT BACK UP ANYTHING SHE SAYS.
You would think that such an avid campaigner would have a list of
case stories, complete with details, dates and time lines and names
of parents and the ‘experts’ involved ... and most importantly some
VERIFIABLE EVIDENCE. She has NOTHING, but her big filthy
lying gob. Sheva goes on to say that her therapy helped her with
NLP. She says she used it to get herself walking when she’d been
told she would never stand again. Blah, blah, blah bullshit Burton.
If any of you, my fellow slaves out there reading this, believe any of
this shit being spouted by any of these paedophile excusing shills
then don’t you dare complain when your injustice comes.
Sheva then comes out with even more outrageous bollox. Seriously
folks, this really is too ridiculous to listen to and too painful to transcribe;
but I will continue because you apathetic sheeple out there need to see
and UNDERSTAND how these filthy fakes successfully subdue the
voices of genuine opposition to paedophilia and the NWO. This trio of
disgusting disinfo jockeys - Sheva Shill, Louise Louse and Melanie
Monkey, together with countless more dirty paedo protecting disinfos are
royally taking the piss out of any genuine victim [not just the child abuse
victims] and any genuine truth seeker/genuine campaigner for truth and
justice.
The story goes like this [51 mins]: ‘Expert’ Dr Hibbert sent a young mum
out in her car. She had to pretend her car had broken down ... that she
had a flat tyre. She had to do it when her child was hungry, so that the
kid was screaming with hunger. She then had to decide whether to feed
the child or fix the tyre. She was told under no circumstances could she
feed her child. She ended up being labelled as an unfit mother. Sheva
says no matter what she did she would be labelled that. This is a
distortion of the story which is presented in the MSM, which is itself
distorted truth and devoid of any proof. See
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/mother-tongue/9178021/The-doctorwho-took-my-baby-away.html?fb During Dr Hibbert’s ‘fitness to practise’
hearing, whereby NONE of the allegations against him were found
proven by the mpts, some truth about the mother emerged

http://www.mptsuk.org/static/documents/content/Minutes_PUBLISHABLE_(2390846)_Fe
bruary_2014.pdf
Sheva questions Hibbert, saying this psychiatrist is paid £6000 pw for
each family on his books; on top of that £250 for every report he writes.
She says: “That money, given the info we gave out in the early 1990s –
about what it feels like to be abused, how its affected our lives, how its
damaged our relationships... What couldn’t they do with all that money to
help that family? Given what we know. I know the power of NLP when
its put to the right use. Why aren’t they doing that instead?” And:
“We’re still catching up. Its as if we opened up and told the world and
told everyone how awful child abuse can be and they’ve used that
knowledge against us and every tool we found that could help us seems
to also have been turned on us. And none of that is flourishing and
growing as knowledge within the movement today; where Hollie Greig is
the focus.” She says that hundreds of thousands of members don’t even
know that rally happened ‘yesterday’ and she is upset and guilty cos she
could have promoted it but felt unable to because of what she knows is
going on... she did promote it. See my Sheva Burton PDF. This really
is vomit-inducing stuff. Sheva and her pals Louse and Mel must have
degrees in the creative art of bullshit.
You have to laugh at the irony of all this though. This trio of
traitors are blaming poor Hollie Greig for suppressing the voices of
‘real’ child abuse victims; but what has actually happened as a
result of the HG shenanigans is that real child abuse victims are
now on the road to finding justice and we are all on the road to
freedom; although Hollie doesn’t know what a star she actually it.
I’ll explain. For years, I belonged in the ‘half-awake’ club, as I used
to listen to the ‘half-truthers’. It was Hollie, bless her soul, who
fully woke me up. And now it is my job to fully awaken others.

At 56 mins Louise the louse comes back in. In answer to Mel’s
question, she says that she only knows of the case she “came
across”. She then goes on to say that the “foster carer and others”
had programmed this child. FFS, this child [name unknown] was
PROGRAMMED by an UNNAMED foster carer and other
UNKNOWN people!!! and it was Louse’s job to DEPROGRAM the
child - which is quite a responsibility, I’m sure you’d agree - and the
Louse just stumbled across it!!! Deep breaths again, before moving
on.

She claims to be “high profile” and that a panel would listen to her –
always – if the meeting was about returning a child to her mum.
This narcissist is really doing my pip in. Everything she comes out
with is a fat f*cking lie. Listen to what she comes out with next. She
blabs on about social workers being rude to her, lying, obstructing,
not holding case conferences where they should. She then talks
about a big black ugly African woman who has a very distinct name
[but who will remain anonymous]. This mysterious woman is a
manager. Louse says that “it wasn’t true” ... that she “knows this
particular manager and it wasn’t that black ugly woman” ... O.M.G
how can Mel take this Louse seriously???
Louse then prattles on about cult magic. She comes out with so
much mega BS that she frequently forgets what she’s saying and
Mel has to swiftly come to her rescue! Louse says she “witnessed”
obstruction. You do not ‘witness’ obstruction! You might be
obstructed. She then claims that ‘they’ were on a “shut me up
campaign”, to “keep me out of the picture for 10 years”!!! I wish
someone would shut this lying skank up. She talks about “strange
things – gang stalking more key words her handler has told her to
repeat– going on”. She says it was all out of her perception of how
the world ran. She read Cathy O’Brien’s book funny how she can’t
give us other names and yet she makes sure we know about her
fellow bullshitter O’Brien’s name!!! Her puppeteer must be so
proud and says “Oh this makes sense; cos I was looking for
answers”. Groan, this is all so f*cking predictable. Folks, not
content with subjecting you to this trio of trolls, your slave masters
want you to succumb to even more brainwashing – from the
O’Brien B.S.er. More on this on my Ben Emlyn PDF.
Louse waffles on and then says “generational abuse” key words
anyone? She says the government say, “let us use your children for
government programming yes, you guessed it, more cointelpro
keywords or [inaudible] so that’s how families buckle.” She then
talks of disassociation and “mumble mumble mumble ... coping
with trauma ... so if you are programmed and you have alters, so
must your mother. So we looked at her mum, who must be
programmed”. Buzzwords galore! She then says “starting off with
Cathy O’Brien’s book ... we learned how to get into the program and

we managed ... blah blah blah” Louise Lie Alot starts laughing here
... probably wondering how many of you suckers believe her. Mel is
taking her seriously; trying to make sense of it all. If Mel Ve is not a
shill I feel embarrassed for her that this Louse has managed to make
her look a right chump. Mel clarifies that this mother, Louse’s
former lesbian lover, was herself programmed and that she had a
child who was also mind controlled and programmed by the system.
Louse managed to deprogram both the mother and child!!! Yes you
heard that right. Now stop fucking laughing and pay attention to
your friendly supporters of slavery. Louse says it makes her laugh
when people “on the internet” say they have deprogrammed
someone cos it takes a long time .... “you have to recover from
extreme torture”. All this talk of alters, trauma and extreme torture
is enough to scare the pants off anyone. But wait, isn’t that the idea;
keep us all in perpetual fear and subservience.
Mel asks her to clarify that this mother has children that she doesn’t
remember as she had them when she was in different alters. 1:06
Yes you heard correctly again. Louse goes on to say this woman had
a child every year from aged 10, whilst she was in different alters.
She says it is common for kids who have suffered Satanic Ritual
Abuse to have children as young as they can. She says some don’t
give birth, they kill them ... Louse talks of occult practices, saying it
all interlinks ... She says even the social workers are switching alters
themselves ... She says these social workers change their names
depending on the alter they’re in. She says SRA is massive; lots of
people are involved and people don’t know they’re involved because
they’re in different alters. This outlandish drivel hits new lows.
There is not a stich of credible evidence to corroborate anything
Louse says and yet Mel loyally hangs on her every word!!! Mel
should be thoroughly ashamed of herself. If she was too lazy to
research these two psychopathic pathological liars Louise Lie Alot
and Sheva A Shill before she interviewed them, SHE SURE AS
HELL SHOULD HAVE RESEARCHED THEM AFTER THIS
CRINGEWORTHY INTERVIEW; and then dumped this video
firmly in the shill bin. More than two years on and Mel still proudly
allows this broadcast to pollute her video library. What are we to
conclude? Mel is too trusting and naive beyond belief or she is
something more sinister – a paedo loving NWO whore? Read
on. I think you’ll come to the same conclusion as me. Have a look

at this too – it’ll give you a giggle
http://www.wikihow.com/Identify-a-Psychopath
At 1:13 Mel brings Sheva back in. She says she has a friend who was
a mckenzie friend who helped families caught up with social
services. Notice she doesn’t name this person. Anyone involved
with the mckenzie monkeys is closely associated with the HGJ gang.
Sheva says she was hearing stories of how parents were abused and
told her friend to tell these parents about the ‘child abuse
awareness’ campaign. She did and the parents opened up and said
they were abused. Notice the usual vagueness and the lack of
names and complete lack of evidence. Listening to these two poison
tongue drama queens, anyone would think there are masses of CSA
victims out there and numerous kids being snatched and
programmed ... The picture being painted is that all social workers
are evil monsters who want to get their grubby hands on our kids
and molest them. She talks about Baby P and the failings of social
services. She doesn’t mention any other agency or Ofsted or the
MSM. See my PDF on Charlie Foulkes for more on this. She says
there is a pattern of SS ignoring and allowing such tragedies whilst
picking up on families who may be having some kind of crisis, who
just need help. It is true to say that there are many cases where kids
are at risk and do need SS intervention. Most of us are aware of at
least one dysfunctional family, whereby kids are neglected, left to
bring themselves up and many are abused. The authorities don’t
intervene, partly because they simply don’t have the funding to do
so; but the main reason is that the PTB want fucked up families.
They want kids to rebel against parents, they want kids to be
uneducated and addicted to booze, drugs, gambling and ‘fun’. They
want kids to be having sex, having babies and generally running
wild. The PTB want a complete break-down in society, so that they
have an excuse to bring in draconian control measures. How best to
achieve that? By destroying the family unit. The easiest and most
effective way to do that is by influencing the youth. If we had a
society made up of strong, principled, hard-working, educated and
productive families, do you think it would be possible for the PTB to
bring in their NWO? Of course not.
Sheva Shill has not shown us one family, out of all the cases she says
she is aware of, who have suffered some sort of injustice as a result

of social services ‘gangsters’. She says she used to talk to various
groups and would visit family justice groups as she herself was
targeted by social services. But she has not shown evidence of that
either. She says she coped because she was able to use the tools she
learned in therapy. She says social workers would provoke you,
deliberately rile you up and stress you and that she saw them doing
this to lots of parents. She says that’s not the way to treat people
who are in trauma. She says she and her fellow campaigners were
the total opposite - they were gentle with these victims. She goes on
to say that a social worker was in her house, saw the video of her
campaigning back in 93/94 [the one she claims was destroyed by
her fellow gatekeeper friend Emma of ‘T & H’] and that from that
point onwards, the social workers backed off. Pathetic pathological
LIAR. Sheva Burton, like all shills, suffers from delusions of
grandeur. It is a typical shill characteristic. She says she has all the
paperwork and that she will be revealing it “cos it’s funny”. As
always with these evil subversives, all the evidence will be
produced at some unknown time in the future! Sheva Shill
claims it is “funny” cos these social workers made her look so bad
and themselves look so good. Yes it is funny to these shills cos
they’re having a laugh at our expense. They’re being paid to play
this sick game, of which they do not suffer. She says she was
letting these social workers know that she was not going to be
gagged ... she says they knew she was going to highlight them! She
wasn’t letting any social worker know anything of the sort. I’d be
surprised if any social worker was ever involved with her own
family. She has not provided any evidence of that. Neither has she
shown any evidence that she has spoken to social services regarding
anyone else. As for being gagged, you cannot be gagged for
speaking the truth. I wish someone would gag her though –
permanently. Every word she speaks is a filthy lie.
Sheva says the social workers “on the ground” are ‘puppets’ and that
they don’t know they’re being trained in NLP; cointelpro buzzword,
anyone? the purpose of which is to catch the parent out; that it’s all
“punitive”. Well this is more of the same shill spin of which Brian
Gerrish is the kingpin. See
http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Brian_Gerrish Nuff said.

Sheva says “suddenly they’ve got your child and you know nothing”.
Well that is just more of the same wild distortions of the truth. It is
not easy for social workers to just ‘take a child’. There is a long
process involving a variety of professionals and authority figures,
many meetings and core group meetings and then court
proceedings. Anyone not familiar with this stuff or with Masonic
manipulations generally, listening to this garbage would be thinking
that all sorts of terrible things are going on within the family court
system, that untold numbers of our kids are being snatched by these
State thugs, that law and order has gone out of the window and that
we are all powerless to prevent it happening. Job jobbed.
Genuine kind-hearted people may try to help a fake ‘victim’ and
would then become embroiled in a time-wasting, money-wasting
soul-destroying venture. Job jobbed. The populace at large, with
the likes of Gerrish at the helm, are encouraged to believe that our
only course of action is to revolt – get angry and attempt stupid
things like arrest a judge or ask if he’s on his oath, seize courts,
arrest a police officer or chief constable, evade debt ... Of course
any sane person with any common sense would know that such
behaviour only ever gets them into all sorts of trouble. And any
desperate gullible person who listens to a shill will find that the likes
of Gerrish and Co, who led them down the criminal route, will not
be there to offer support or any real help afterwards.
Take a nosey at the shite being promoted on the shilly sites – Lawful
Rebellion, TPUC, BCG ... The message is resist, ‘lawfully’ rebel i.e.
commit crimes ... They want anarchy on the streets as this will be
the excuse the ruling elite need to put the army on our streets, or
foreign policemen - who cannot speak our language such that all
sorts of chaos ensues. More people will be thrown in prison, taxes
will increase to pay for the building of more prisons ... NWO here
we come.
Sheva parrots on, saying ‘they’ do nowadays give you lists of
solicitors, but all the solicitors they give you work for them [local
authority] too, which is a conflict of interest. Well ‘they’ do not give
you a list, you choose your own solicitor. It is not correct to make
blanket statements that all solicitors work for the local authority. It
is correct to say that all solicitors are either masons or they are
beholden to freemasonry and will therefore will toe the Masonic line

[if there is one] during legal proceedings. Any solicitor who dares
do otherwise will be committing career suicide. That said I would
still advise anyone who finds themselves up against the big bad
council to use a solicitor. You have more chance in court when
represented by a solicitor [and usually a barrister as well] than you
have going it alone as a L.I.P. I’d say that the advice given by NWO
gatekeepers to be a L.I.P is another trick to make you believe you
can win this way, when the reality is somewhat different. Even if
you discover that your own solicitor is a mason and obviously
working for the other side, you can change solicitors and you can
choose your own barrister. Also by keeping a log of all the
proceedings, keeping all your official documentation [including
copies] and by making secret tape recordings, you can then expose
said solicitor/barrister if it turns out he/she is bent. The more
people you involve in the proceedings the less likely your opponents
can destroy you and your family. Freemasons do not allow their
corrupt practices to be that obvious; thus if there is any skulduggery
going on, you do have the power to lessen its impact.
Sheva says she had a solicitor on her case “3 or 4 years ago” and the
social workers were terrified of her. Sheva only had to mention that
she might phone her and SS would fall into line. BULLSHIT Burton
is at it again. She and Louse just come out with lie after lie after lie.
She doesn’t name this super solicitor and, as always, doesn’t/cannot
back up what she says. She goes on to say that she “managed to
unravel them and win and all the rest of it cos I know how to”. She
says it’s so that she and her son are safe and that she needs to teach
people that you can unravel these people [SS]. FFS people, avoid
Sheva Burton and Louise Clarke and Melanie Spencer like the
plague.
She says another thing she’s witnessed is their vindictiveness. She
says, “the amount of effort and money they put into chasing a
parent down who has won, should win, has their child back or
escaped or even protected their child.” She says she knows of a
woman who fled to Canade cos the father is a paedo. She says there
is lots of evidence. She doesn’t show us it tho! She says the UK SS
wasted lots of money to bring that mother back, to crucify her. And
“These cases are not being spoken about cos the HG case is a false
flag which is taking up the whole arena.” She says she knows of so

many people this is happening to; where there is skulduggery. But
doesn’t tell us where we can read up on these cases. She then talks
of a family who escaped to Spain and had their baby there, but the
parents are now refugees as they cannot come back to UK or their
child is taken and adopted immediately. As always she doesn’t
provide any details or anything to substantiate this story. And of
course Mel doesn’t press her for information/proof that this story is
true. She says, re the Canadian case, that “once they started getting
heavyweight help, the prosecutor was found hung off a bridge in the
freemasonry”. Mel asked her to tell us more. Sheva said she can’t
reveal all because “some of these people are still in danger who
Sheva??? Who is in danger??? NO-ONE . COS THE ‘PEOPLE’
SHEVA TALKS ABOUT DON’T EXIST. ALL THESE STORIES
ARE FABRICATED; JUST LIKE THE HOLLIE GREIG FANTASY
and I can’t reveal all but there are heavy weights who can back me
up awww, she needs some heavy weight LIARS to back her up –
notice how Satan’s army needs a never ending line of LIARS,
whereas God’s army has very few speakers of truth who may be
able to waffle waffle waffle ... its like the tubes have got blocked of
that freedom flow that I tried to create originally, came back and
tried to recreate, its all got blocked up again, news is not flowing of
all these cases, it all needs airing ...” Fuck’s sake. Hope no-one is
relying on Sheva Shill for a flow of information!!! Why didn’t Mel
persist in pressing the lying cow Sheva for the details of
the STORY about the hanging prosecutor???
Mel even says that we’re so programmed through TV and music that
she’s sure people can flip into alters without even knowing its going
on. I don’t know about flipping ‘alters’, if there is such a thing;
what I do know is that Mel is showing a very flippant attitude
towards the very serious topic of mind control. Sheva says she
hopes she’s making sense!!! Mel reassures her, saying she’s giving
good information. God help us. Then Sheva Shill has the brass
neck to declare that “it’s puzzling ... how is it happening that we’re
still not getting the full picture out there after all this time?” Well
when you have odious pieces of shit like Sheva and Louse spewing
verbal diarrhoea, being endorsed by a popular radio presenter who
is herself excreting a steaming pile of disinfo, it is not difficult to see
why Joe Public is still in the dark re the extent of ‘organized child

abuse’ and the extent of paedophilia in powerful positions of
society.
Sheva Shite continues saying she’s witnessed so many parents
saying the same things. She recalls that she was in a group and
there were two mothers, one was desperately begging for social
workers to give her respite – the woman needed a couple of weeks
break from her kids, but was told “no”. Sheva says on the other
hand the mother on the other side of the room was begging the
social workers not to take her kids. The social workers told her they
were going to take her kids; they insisted on it cos in their opinion
the mother [who didn’t want it] needed respite. Sheva says the
social workers said they don’t care what the parents think. This is
nothing but the ramblings of a psychopathic liar. Folks, your search
for truth will show you how dark the minds of the evil doers are.
Sheva, the lying sack of shit, continues “people don’t realise that the
lowest level ‘they’ [social workers] can write on a report to get you
on a register is emotional abuse. They convince parents that they
need to be on the register then they [SS] can get funding and can get
them [the parents] some help. So the parent agrees to be labelled
an emotional abuser so that they can get help. But they don’t get
help they get abused and programmed and sabotaged and
manipulated and then they realise they need a solicitor ...” I would
love to see the evidence of that stream of abject nonsense.
It is very difficult to get kids on the ‘At Risk’ register. I was
informed by the headmistress of Dolgellau high school, who had
participated in many case conferences, that she knew of many cases
where children were genuinely at risk and whereby they should
have been placed on the ‘At Risk’ register, but weren’t.
At 1:32 Mel brings Louise the Louse back in. She agrees with Sheva
that, “the things we use to raise awareness are used against us in
our campaign. So you show there’s a need and then they fix it by
setting a law in place to trap you even more.” Mel agrees. Neither
of these ‘ladies’ can tell us about any new law that appeared out of
the blue to thwart these amazing campaigners. She talks about the
case she took on, saying “we won; and everyone else doesn’t win”.
Need I say the rest? THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THIS LOUSE

TOOK ON ANYONE’S ‘CASE’, NEVER MIND THAT SHE WON IT.
If anything that the louse and her bullshitting buddy Burton say
was true they would be PROUDLY PUBLICISING THE PROOF.
Louise the looser continues her string of lies: “So it was like how did
we win; how did we revoke a care order? Even though we did it
through sheer hard work and wit, I had to work through a
[inaudible] with a million little puzzles to work out how to beat
them how to get social services off the mother’s back. I can guess
now all the loop holes that I found; and I always find loop holes. I
bet you they’ve now filled all those loop holes in. It’s like show us
the way you’re going to do it and you won’t be doing it that way any
more.” Pass the sick bucket please. I don’t know about a loop hole;
I’d like to put a loop around her neck and push her over a cliff. She
can follow her partner in crime Mel Ve, who, as far as I’m
concerned, calmly strolled off the edge of the credibility cliff at the
beginning of this interview.
Louse talks about herself having “good energy”. She means she’s
full of wind. She says when she worked with crack users, “for the
system” she was given everything she needed to become
knowledgeable... everything was provided. She talks about a book
she was supposed to write but didn’t and ‘they’ squashed her and
she wasn’t able to work anymore. She said the day she was going to
publish her book was the day they destroyed her whole life and stole
the book. She destroyed her whole life when she gave herself to
Satan. No-one stole anything off her. She has nothing that anyone
would want to steal. She says, “why do they want a book to get off
crack? They want it cos then they can take my knowledge that I’ve
given and reverse it and so then they know how to keep someone
programmed.” She says she had to give up her career and
everything to win the case. She followed her heart she hasn’t got a
heart; she’s a non-person – a mere puppet on a string to help the
child rather than continue with her career. I bet she never had a
career in anything. She and Sheva Shill both need to seek help for
their extreme egocentric and narcissistic behaviour
Sheva Bullshit Burton then comes in again 1:36 saying that a
mother has been described by her psychiatrist/expert witness as a
nymphomaniac. She says, “My psychiatric witness described me as
a prudish woman ... he went into detail in my court reports ... what’s

that got to do with parenting?” That of course is just another LIE.
If such reports existed Sheva Shill would have published them by
now.

What’s that awful stench, I hear you ask. It’s the shit coming off
these government stools. All three of them.
Mind control is real and is necessary for the few to control the
many. On a personal level I know that we are ‘programmed’ by TV and
brainwashed at school. Take a look at this video by Bill Cooper
confirming this https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXqb6PDKBtQ As
for ‘satanic ritual abuse’, ‘alters’ etc I do not know where the truth lies.
What I do know is that you cannot get any reliable information from a
shill or a fake ‘victim’; their job is to keep you confused and in the dark
where the smoke is very thick and the mirrors very wavy. Take a look
here for an interesting read

http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/medical_e
xaminer/2014/01/fran_and_dan_keller_freed_two_of_the_la
st_victims_of_satanic_ritual_abuse.html
Does anyone need any more convincing that Mel Ve is NOT our
friend? Right you die-hards, put your hands down and read on.
As mentioned Mel endorses the solutions put forward by
Jacque Fresco in his ‘Venus Project’. Take a look at the
interview she did with him and Roxanne Meadows here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2KcIoWydhs
Meadows straightaway says that many activists complain about
‘the system’ but they don’t pose a workable alternative. She
says the monetary system itself causes the problems. I’ve
already explained that there is nothing wrong with our system,
which includes our use of money. I won’t repeat myself. Let’s
look instead at the Venus idea.
The Wiki blurb on Fresco is:
“The Venus Project was founded in 1995 as a for-profit corporation by
Fresco and Roxanne Meadows in Venus, Florida. A separate, non profit
organization started by Fresco and his business partner Roxanne
Meadows is Future By Design, founded in 2003.

The Venus Project advocates versions of sustainable
development, energy efficiency, natural resource management, and
advanced automation in a global socioeconomic system based on social
cooperation and scientific methodology.
Fresco lectures his ideas and gives tours of the Venus Project location.
The documentary-style films Zeitgeist: Addendum and Zeitgeist: Moving
Forward directed by Peter Joseph focus on ideas from the Venus
Project, though the two groups split from each other as far as supporting
one another after the movies mentioned were made.”

Take a look at the following link
http://antimatrix.org/Convert/Books/Jacque_Fresco_Designi
ng_the_Future/Jacque_Fresco_Designing_the_Future.html

This is what is stated:

The Bottom Line
“What this trilogy talks about is the same exact thing as the
NWO, ruled by Lucifer. What could be the purpose of this
framework? Well, simple enough, to console you all and
make it look like some "bright future of mankind" so you

accept the NWO and give an oath to serve Lucifer and
Lucifer only, as all of you will be required to do according to
information on record.
This whole "paradise on earth without God" ideology is
meant not to free you but to enslave you and in the most
drastic and violent ways. If you agree to it, you will sign
your own death sentence as it is planned to destroy at least
nine tenths of the world population "to restore the balance
with nature" and create that "paradise" for the "elite" of
parasites to parasite on the fruits of labor of the rest of you "slaves", in a LITERAL sense.
Conceptually, this framework does not make any sense even
though some things seem to correspond to reality. Because
someone has to rule it and make decision to allocate the
resources, to initiate the projects and make all sorts of
decisions. It can not just work by itself. Someone has to
direct this grand show, and who would that be but not the
same biggest and baddest bankers that change their dress to
look like some "elite" while controlling the world just the
same. What do you need money for if you OWN the whole
world?
Basically, the whole ideology culminates in the rule of
Lucifer. That is, the whole model of money driven world
and private property as such, and all the political systems,
no matter what they are, and all the existing ideologies are
to be abandoned. The eventual goal is what is known as the
NWO, a single global super-state, ruled by the "ruler", who
is an absolute dictator, and all the property and wealth of
the entire planet belongs to him by implication.
There are ALL sorts of problems with the entire ideology.
First of all, it is inherently inhumane despite the fact that
the authors sing all sorts of praises to this "progressive" and
most humane ideology of "resource based economy" and the

rest of it. They present it as something inevitable,
something inherently progressive representing the "bright
future of mankind". But is it?
And it is them who are obsessed with occult and satanism.
Why would they give up their wealth, power and control of
the world and who can possibly force them to? Who has
enough might to stand against them and their agenda no
matter what some utopia claims? Are they some kind of nice
guys craving for this "paradise on Earth without God"?
Where is the evidence of it?
If they EVER give up the control of money, they will only do
it to obtain TOTAL control on all the levels of anything
imaginable. That is about the only rational outcome of it. All
the evil you see happening in the world, all these fake wars
and "colored revolutions" are staged and fomented by them,
and the wasteful and polluting energy technologies is their
deeds, as they have had a deadly grip on the world with oil
and coal via money and gold and their financial might for
ages.
How do you submit the biggest and baddest bankers who
have the world in their pockets unless they achieve even
more deadly grip on the world?
This framework as presented in "Zeitgeist trilogy" dedicates
an entire video film to proving that God is nothing but a
myth that is going back to the times of ancient Egypt.
First of all, this is probably the most profound lie. God
can not be proven or disproved using any kind of logic or
philosophy. It is not possible, even in principle,
You see, there is such a thing as the Law of Free Will - one
of the most fundamental Laws of Life as such. It essentially
states that you are free to do whatever you please and

external interference is not allowed. Why? Well, to allow
ALL possible expressions in order for the Infinite
Intelligence to perceive all possible aspects of anything
imaginable. When you mature enough, you will see some
things that are destructive and life denying, going against
Life itself. At THAT point, you will simply SEE it. It is not a
matter of IMPOSING something on you against your will.
Good can not be imposed on you, as though you were some
kind of biorobot to be programmed with some instructions.
That is not how Intelligence works.
If there is any definition of God, it would be The Infinite, All
Pervading and Ever Expanding Intelligence of All There Is.
God, or rather Creator, is not just some figurehead sitting in
some heaven "up there" in the sky. God is present in All
That Is, down to the smallest subatomic particle and up to
the planetary systems and Universes.
The denial of God is probably the highest
intellectual crime there is or could possibly be, even in
principle. Because it disconnects you from your roots.
Interestingly enough, Jesus said: even a branch needs a
wine to grow from. This is the very crux of the matter.”
Take a look at the following comments from various people
who have made their own observations and have voiced
their concern on public forums, on various websites and
under various Fresco videos:
The Venus Project offers a utopian society in which humans no
longer have to work, and will live in cities that "can build
themselves." Everything is reliant on machines to do all of the
work for humans.
Sound crazy? Yes, it sure as hell does. But people are actually
buying this. The creators ask for money while issuing promises
of this..."utopia??"

The amount of advertising money these people have. But this
"Zeitgeist" thing has exploded into the main-stream. Seems
like they have some financial backers! TRANSLATED INTO 21
LANGUAGES
False prophets, and controlled opposition.
Venus project is a pseudoscientific BS scam.
What they promote is like a fairy tale to a person who have some idea
about how natural laws work. Its absolutely impossible to create in real
world.They use the fairy tales to lure people in their movement to
achieve technocratic tyranny.
VENUS PROJECT IS A CANDY COATED POISON.
In reality they want to:
Depopulate most of the world
Create a central world government
Confine humans into big cities like bee colonies
Destroy individuality
Manipulate natural laws and be like gods(biotech, nanotech etc)
Use technology and surveillance to control people
Venus Project= Agenda 21 = NWO
Only elite will be allowed live in those super lux cities that is shown to
you in their propaganda video. Machines cant do everything and cant
sustain all the people.
Even if they somehow manage to create an utopia -more like a dystopialike this i still absolutely would not want to be part of this and i am sure
many people would not either.
I advise people that support Venus Project to study physics, more
importantly THERMODYNAMICS to see how idiotic this scam is.
Jacque the old timer always blames monetary system and cash for
every problem of the world. He wants to eliminate the cash and
monetary system because cash provides individuals freedom to some

degree. You can still buy things even if you become out law. They don’t
want that freedom.They want to be in charge of what you buy and what
you not.
When they establish their technocratic tyranny they will either hand out
cards or implant rfid chips to people. This way you only will be able to
buy things they allow you to buy. If you rebel, become outlaw or refuse
to do what they want they will simply turn off your chip and you will not
be able to buy anything not even will be able to travel.
Venus Project is Communism. If you eliminate free market and monetary
system, central gov will control the economy. This will destroy the last
crumbs of freedom we still have.
In the interview he says there is no room for individuality. He says there
will be no room for freedom as 'it leads to chaos' according to that old
nut.
He says that he wants to unite all the nations under one government that
will plan everything.
That man is a future big brother wannabe. He sounds like an absolute
tyrant. He is enemy of freedom.
He is a real deal and have ties to UN. This project is prototype of Nwo.
Same shit with Agenda 21
So overall, the zeitgeist movie is part of a well thought out agenda to
advance this movement that many evil, rich, and powerful people refer to
as their "Destiny."
Also, many people aren't aware of the fact that this has happened in
history before...simply because none of us learned about it in school, but
Jesus has been reduced to Sun God mythology in society not all that
long ago. The papacy enforced this ideology, hence the Pagan symbol
they also adopted. The Bible was basically sealed off from society, about
50 million Christians were killed being accused of heresy, and people
were forced to believe in the Zeitgeist scam of their time. This was the
beautiful period of history we know as the dark ages. Today, powerful
and insane leaders of this world believe that we can avoid repeating
history by rewriting it as a lie. Unfortunately, they are so blinded by their
lust for power that they probably don't realize that they are in fact doing
the same exact thing that history proved they would do.

For all of the people who believe the Bible is a scam, all they need to do
is take a good look at what is happening around them. The Bible reveals
this current situation simply because it reveals a period for history where
this has already happened. Think about that...how could simple men so
long ago, limited in their knowledge of the world around them, know that
history would keep repeating itself? Only through Divine inspiration.
Anyone with a desire to explore the mysteries of the world and learn the
truth about global events should listen to multiple sources and seek out
well-documented, skillfully researched articles which represent the
unheard voices of legitimate scholars who can expose the lies which run
rampant through society., Zeitgeist is directed, produced, written by,
edited by, and scored by Peter Joseph – ONE MAN Peter Joseph
wants to control the ENTIRE planet with his machines!

You've been brainwashed into believing instead of
THINKING and DOING.
You feel powerless. So you joined the Zeitgeist cult to
let Peter Joseph and Jacque Fresco do the thinking FOR
you. They PREY on people like you and Peter Joseph
openly admits it.
You refuse to accept reality and you BELIEVE that everybody will have
everything and live happily once Zeitgeisters rule the planet.
Wake up!
You're dreaming.
There is absolutley NO evidence to substantiate the ludicrous Zeitgeist
claims.

And then I see apparently intelligent people like
you become completely delusional and you just
BELIEVE whatever sounds good to you -- no
matter how unrealistic.

Peter Joseph and Jack Fresco are TALKERS who'll need
everybody else to DO the work.
It's difficult to determine who's worse -- the NWO or Fresco
and Joseph.
They could well be the same. It makes perfect sense.
They actively DISCOURAGE dissent and activism and ANY
kind of action to change the world, to fight for our rights, to
live sustainable.
They're transforming ACTION into "communication" -spreading their gospel.
There is NO difference between using MONEY or
RESOURCES to control people.
Jacque Fresco is a eugenicist.
Resources are allocated according to availability and needs,
priorities are determined by "the computer." The central
command decides what is produced where. In communist
regimes resources often are NOT available for all people. The
elite never suffers.
The discussions at the Zeitgeist forum are exactly as at
any religious / political forum. Endless arguments over
what will happen in the future, no substance, no reality,
faith based. That's faith in Fresco and the Venus Project
and Utopia.
A lot like cults waiting for UFOs, planet X, whatever ...
It's very scary and very sad to see the many desperate people
there, unemployed, broke, putting their FAITH in Utopia.
All the Zeitgeist Movement ever was is just a self-proclaimed activist
wing for the Venus Project, and Joseph himself is little more than a
conspiracy theorist and a charismatic figurehead who silences

dissenting opinion on his forums. Doesn’t that sound like a cult to you?
He rarely talks about 9/11, but will openly ban anyone who attempts to
debunk 9/11 conspiracy theories, while not banning anyone who
promotes them, all while claiming his movement is not about 9/11. He
calls everyone “kids” to seem superior, calls everyone who disagrees
with him insane or mentally ill, and silences dissenting opinion on his
forums. A user named peterpan posted a slightly dissenting opinion on
the forum, and later got his post deleted, topic locked, and he himself
later got banned.
Ex-members will notice a growing cult of personality around Peter
Joseph. In the movement, his word is law, whether anyone in the
movement likes to admit it or not, and he acts unilaterally to forbid
members from talking to outsiders and banning members who post on
their forums who aren’t glorifying him.
There is nothing new or different in the Zeitgeist Movement/Venus
Project. It is merely a word-game, wherein some clever sophists have
used a lot of up-to-date “green” language for some very old (red)
formulations.
A group of men supposedly with the only truly mature minds in this
world, who are going to setup a Utopia on earth, a heaven of earth if you
will. And that there's the ones who are going to rule through a
benevolent despotism. And they call this Utopia the Great Society, the
New World Order, the Utopian philosophy, all of these things. Now,
Lyndon Johnson, Lyndon Baines Johnson, was a member of this secret
society. He was, in fact, a 33rd degree Freemason, and his Great
Society that he envisioned was exactly what we're talking about here.
And you can see that Johnson, a great Socialist, a Marxist secretly, set
us on the road to Socialism by setting up this great welfare state, which
he called the Great Society. It's one and the same, folks. It's the same.
George Bush's New World Order is the same. The New World Order that
our forefathers envisioned was the same. The Great Society talked
about during the Peasants' Revolt in England was the same. The same
that is coming, unless we wake up to stop it. And you can see, by the
welfare state, how well it really works. (laughs) It doesn't work at all, it
never will work, it can't work! These people are Looney Tunes.
http://deceivedworld.blogspot.co.uk/2010/09/william-coopers-mysterybabylon-part-15.html
See Zeitgeist Exposed~Hear the Real TRUTH!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTJ2C4zcwHM#t=2864 and unified
serenity https://unifiedserenity.wordpress.com/tag/debunked/

The ruling elite are using increasingly sophisticated
ways to control the populace.
This brings me on to Mel’s friend Lisa Harrison and the New Age
nonsense. Have a read of the following comment on this discussion
thread http://www.realistnews.net/Thread-the-great-new-age-delusionof-ascension under the title The Great New Age Delusion of
Ascension
“Have you heard of ascension? It's the process in which a
human shifts from the 3rd dimension to one or more higher
dimensions. It was a major theme on the scifi TV show
Stargate.
The problem with the ascension meme is that it is total bullshit,
no human is going to shift to 5d, there is absolutely no
evidence that humans can do this and if they could that
humans in the current evolutionary stage of development are
ready for this. In fact the Ascension concept is just like the
Rapture, a belief system of dissatisfied humans who want to
get off this hell planet
The motive and driving force behind ascension/rapture is
disempowerment, we are having our personal power removed
and transferred to the state. We are having our natural rights
taken away, we are being corralled into submission, without
hope of freedom many of us who sense the tightening noose
and confinement are imagining an escape plan.
Ascension is exactly the same as the Christian belief of
Rapture. It is a fantasy, no one is going to ascend, no god is
coming back to save us, what we have to do is face up to the
evil in front of us and fight for our survival. A total electronic

control grid is being imposed on us, drones and surveillance
cameras, FEMA camps and biometrics, and even terminator like
robots. Its so horrific many of us just want to check out.
Ascension, just like the Rapture, is wishful thinking, it is not
real and not healthy.”
That sums it up brilliantly. Agents Mel Ve and Lisa Harrison are two
amongst numerous New Age sell out shills who are peddling this happy
shiny bullshit.
Mel Ve is a great fan of Lisa Harrison and she encourages people to
donate to her and her work. See this interview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GtB6ziMpeQc and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAZCTFbxZ24#t=10 See also Lisa’s
website [complete with donate button]
http://www.lisamharrison.com/2013/03/19/all-is-eternal-essence-opptfiling/
Take a look at Lisa’s recommended books:
2012 e.g Serpent of Light: Beyond 2012, 2012 and the Galactic
Centre, Maya Cosmogenesis 2012
Allfaaraa
Ascension
Channelled
David Icke
David R Hawkins
Dolores Cannon
Gregg Braden
Healing
Law of Attraction
http://astore.amazon.com/lisa0a7-20?_encoding=UTF8&node=5
Gregory James, in his article John Major Jenkins, the Mayans, 2012
and All That Jazz says: “It's safe to say that Mr. Jenkins is a heavy hitter
in the "2012" arena, and that he has done his homework. I'm betting
there is nothing I could possibly say that could contend with his expertise
on the topic. So why the fuss about a few claims I made in an article?
Surely a nobody like me poses no threat to the empire Jenkins has built?
Well, as Laura Knight-Jadczyk has assured me on more than one
occasion, and knows all too well: "Being attacked often means you're
doing something right.

Maybe I hit a little too close to home implying that Jenkins may be a
COINTELPRO agent or an unwitting gullible asset set into place to plant
a seed and cultivate misguided seekers to fall into a trap of credulity
surrounding the 2012 phenomenon... a point Jenkins has yet to contend
or address in anyway, despite two complaints in the comment thread
following the article in question and two emails to the SOTT editors
asserting the errors in my claims. Seems sort of an elephant in the room
by my reckoning, and maybe to him too?
"For the time is coming when everything that is covered will be
revealed, and all that is secret will be made known to all." ~ Matthew
10:26””
Somebody comments: “I find it annoying, not to mention personally
insulting, when a so-called "researcher" like Jenkins employs baseless and
misleading criticism via word salad to confuse readers and publishers of
credible articles such as Gregory's, simply to further his own agenda.
Keep up the good work Gregory. I guess one just has to accept the fact that
Cointelpro and misinformation go with the territory when one is searching for
the truth. So it's important to learn discernment, be objective, and network,
when gathering knowledge,”

Read on for more:
http://www.sott.net/article/251921-John-Major-Jenkins-the-Mayans2012-and-All-That-Jazz
Lisa promotes the work of ‘Author and Researcher’ Alfred Webre,
founder of Exopolitics.com. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRrdbA3tM5A
Michael Horn, in his article Exopolitics: The Ultimate UFO
Disinformation Operation? says: “Let’s also give a dishonorable
mention to Alfred Webre, who, along with Salla and Bassett,
unashamedly promotes the completely unsubstantiated (to say nothing
of illogical and moronic) notion that there are “benevolent
extraterrestrials walking among us”. That’s right, ETs are strolling around
everywhere, presumably taking a vacation from eons of boring, peaceful
existence and travelling in space (and perhaps even time) in order to
enjoy our overpopulated, polluted, warlike, greedy, self-destructive

world, which is obviously amply populated by fools and idiots, with too
much time on their hands, who invent such scenarios.
“Exopolitics” the latest assembly of pathetic poseurs and wishful
wannabes, delightfully free of any self-policing, scientific standards of
evidence and proof, or actual knowledge about anything extraterrestrial,
who gleefully seek to soak up the limelight with an abundance of
irrelevant and unsubstantiated bilge.”
http://theyfly.com/Exopolitics.htm
See https://plus.google.com/102213116736352864729/posts for more
on Webre, Kevin Annett [who gets Lisa’s support] and another New Age
cult fraud Santos Bonacci. [Check out his ‘kidnapped unlawfully’ video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sul_mDCDxWk ]
Mel endorses Santos Bonacci. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdAnY9HY6yI
Lisa endorses Santos Bonacci and Max Igan. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CrlIoJoA0CQ also
http://www.lisamharrison.com/2014/08/29/max-igan-at-boom-festival2014-portugal/ Mel also endorses Max Igan. See
http://removingtheshackles.blogspot.co.uk/2013/03/max-igan-speaks-tomel-ve-feb-28.html
Max Igan’s video Fight The New World Order With Global NonCompliance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZx2tUCB9t8 tells us
whose side Max is really on – the ruling elite want us to stop complying
as that will bring about their much needed revolution.
His documentary “Trance-Formation”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68iTESUe8mM covers issues
ranging from transhumanism to chemtrails. See my Ben Emlyn PDF for
more on chemtrails. ‘Anon’ comments on the video on the Atlantean
Conspiracy site: “I'm surprised you don't caution your readers that this
is a brilliantly crafted piece of NWO propaganda. Max Igan’s website,
it’s dripping with occult clues, especially in his artwork section. The
very name the crowhouse is also a huge clue. Why would he endorse
known Illuminati agents like David Icke and Luciferian theosophy as
promoted by the likes of Depak Chopra and many others. It's an occult
conspiracy.”

Here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0quHLLYuUQ Max Igan talks
to Lou Collins. Here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxL4WuUDPc8
he talks to Santos Bonacci. Here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOAVen8e-Lg he talks to Icke. What
more needs to be said? [Lisa also talks to Icke. No surprises there.]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IeWHpFSyZTI
Lisa Harrison gives her seal of approval to Michael Tsarion. See this
interview https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRbydREwqFc Chris
White says: Michael Tsarion is wrong – a debunkumentary
http://conspiracyclothes.com/nowheretorun/special-posts/ “New Age
guru Michael Tsarion, who has recently been publicly exposed
as a Freemason and generational occultist, has threatened
physical violence against one of the people who assisted this
exposure – Chris White, of the ‘Nowhere to Run’ internet radio
show, who recently did a show on Tsarion’s occult connections,
noting among other things that he is an admitted member of
the Rosicrucian Order.
I am going to continue to do everything I can to make sure this
man is fully exposed, so as he is no longer able to harm
people with his psychologically and spiritually destructive
propaganda.
-Andre”
See also BEWARE OF DAVID ICKE, MICHAEL TSARION, JORDAN
MAXWELL – DISINFO AGENTS!!
http://conspiracyresearch.blogspot.co.uk/2013/06/beware-ofdavid-icke-michael-tsarion.html Robert Livingstone says: “The so
called 'Truth Movement' - organized opposition - is organized and led by
DISINFO AGENTS. They have you debating over Fallen Angels,
Reptilians, Greys and so on. Study Psychological Warfare, Predictive
Programming (I have many articles here exposing 'alien abductions,
etc...)
The underlying theme of the Movement is to 'prepare' (brainwash into
believing) humanity for the 'New Age".
Look at David Icke with his New Age bullshit, there is no such thing as
reality, it's all an illusion, a 'matrix', no such thing as morality, etc...,
therefore ANYTHING GOES so you can get the sheeple to believe

ANYTHING, including Reptiles from the Stars!!! The MAIN IDEA is to
MAKE HUMANITY BELIEVE IN ALIENS. They present their secret
technology (UFOS) as ALIEN in origin. HA HA HA!!! It's not a network of
Masonic Faggot Pedophile Psychopaths, it's Inter dimensional Two
Legged Crocodiles!!!
Basically every major 'Conspiracy Researcher' is a DISINFO AGENT
pushing the Alien Agenda - they present real provable facts and then
send it into the realm of Science Fiction - the totally debunked Zechariah
Sitchin (Hebrew University, Mossad Agent? Hmmm?, Freemason, total
and absolute liar) Michael Tsarion (an extremely arrogant asshole,
follows the MI5 fraud Aleister Crowley) Jordan Maxwell (real name
Russel Pine, Freemason

The whole World is CLINICALLY INSANE!!!!!”
Comments from this thread:
http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=56827.0 “Meet Michael
Tsarion, descendant of a long bloodline of Irish druids.
For a couple of hundred dollars, he will sell you a DVD set wherein he
will brainwash you for well over ten hours with what can only be
described as a total apology of Satanism.
All of this is simply further proof of what those of us in the know were
already well aware of: Michael Tsarion is a fake and a shill, put out by
the powers that be to mix fact with fiction and create mass confusion
among our movement. He promotes the belief in aliens as well as a
mass of other occult garbage including tarot cards and astrology. He
also promotes the Rothschild funded philosophy of Theosophy, and is
an apologist for the very high Freemason and founder of the OTO,
Aliester Crowley, who it is recently declassified was a paid agent of MI-6.
Alan Watt, though apparently hesitant to say all he knows about this
situation, has several times indicated that Michael Tsarion, David Icke,
Jordan Maxwell, and the rest of that little club are all disinformation
agents, put out there to mix the truth with the sci-fi/fantasy world of the
New Age religion
It is also worth noting that Tsarion's forum is hosted by Red Ice
Creations, the Admin of which, Henrik Palmgren, does a radio show
where Michael Tsarion is a regular guest. Alan Watt used to appear on
this show every month, but recently he has stopped being invited,

claiming on his own show which airs on RBN that this was due to the
fact that he refused to go along with the "alien agenda" propaganda
which most of the Red Ice guests promote.”
Mel Ve endorses Jordan Maxwell. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JArss6Hz90o
Bill Cooper debunks Jordan Maxwell. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Geje5Ncj__k&list=PL1A62A69E59F1
6C30&index=1
Lisa talks to Tolec. Have a look at the comments here
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1711999/
pg1 Someone says: “The guy claims he is in contact with Andromeda's
who are pointing out that Reptilians are running the governments of
Earth ! He goes on to say they have defeated the reptilians in the rest of
the galaxy and are exiling them a place they cannot return from!”
Mel talks to Marcel Messing. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dABNjf9cUM
Marcel Messing is another New Age programmer and a member of the
‘Project Avalon’ team. Look who else is on team Avalon
http://projectavalon.net/lang/en/flag.html Just the title - ‘Project’ Avalon
[same as ‘Project’ Camelot] tells you all you need to know. Anyone
involved in any alternative media ‘project’ is peddling nonsense; just as
anyone talking about a new paradigm or a paradigm shift or just a
paradigm and how to get there as Lisa and Mel do.
Marcel Messing is interviewed by Bill Ryan [Project Camelot]. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8irRLv2Vz1A
Mel interviews Bill Ryan. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ic70cVN5IdQ
See also: Bill Ryan – I once had an E.T Girlfriend
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rIc7vEm-bQo Say no more!
Lisa talks to Allfaaraa with Shawn Clark
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ApT7ZWpWak#t=91
Mel Ve reviews:THE KEYS TO ASCENSION by Allfaaraa and Shawn Clark
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVfsEvbx28g See also

http://www.amazon.com/The-Keys-Ascension-FreewillReincarnation/dp/0985856459
Mel also endorses Thomas Sheridan. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlZdyuOVhk4 He also supports the
‘Reptilian Complex’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVPAEoiN0_w&list=TLs1dyP_rbJS4
and believes in shape shifting. Nuff said already.
Tom Cahill exposes Tom Sheridan in a number of his videos, such as
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7VTkikELS4
Daniel Skipp comments: “Correct me if I am wrong but, aside from the
fact that "Sheridan" just waffles on talking smack with no substance and
so wastes our time, he destroys any of his credibility by appearing on
SOTT, Signs Of The Times, a major New Age UFO Cult disinfo site and
now book. It is connected with cassiopaea.org. The flakey blowhard
woman running it not only admits to have married a spook but she
regularly "channels" "Enlightened" "Aliens" from aforesaid star
constellation. A load of unverified and unverifiable drivel and highly
pretentious can’t and do-nothing "spiritual" cobblers of course. Funny
hypocrisy that Sheridan would knock UFOs and channelling while
appearing on SOTT. Naturally neither he nor they offer any real
exposure of truth, disinfo liars nor much useful suggestion as to
solutions. His psychopath shlock is just weakly amateur, superficial,
slipshod, shitty and as you note crazy and genetic-obsessed. Credibility
ZERO.”
See The Con-Artistry of Thomas Sheridan
http://www.sott.net/article/249840-From-Internet-Troll-to-PsychopathyExpert-The-Con-Artistry-of-Thomas-Sheridan
Thomas Sheridan, admirer of Chris Spivey’s bosom buddy ‘Danielle La
Verite’, friends with Ian R Crane and the UK Column team
http://vidooly.com/video/lVT4uMXCsFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vosKV4O8Aq8#t=14
also gets publicity with the thoroughly discredited Red Ice Radio
http://www.redicecreations.com/radio/2014/07/RIR-140707.php and on
the shilly Vinny Eastwood show. [Incidentally other guests on Vinny’s
show have been Lisa Harrison, Santos Bonacci, Max Igan ...] Need I
say more? http://oriflameweb.pp.ua/video.php?v=GrUenk5w4YA

Sheridan has a publisher and gets his books sold on Amazon
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Defeated-Demons-Consciousness-ParasitesPsychopathic/dp/1905605307 Notice how ALL these slick BS
merchants in the pretend opposition make a very nice living from their
published books which are afforded maximum publicity; and from selling
their other ‘troofer’ wares. Genuine opponents of the NWO cannot get a
publisher. The voices of the real freedom warriors are stifled in
numerous different ways. That alone tells you who these treacherous
sub humans really work for ... And it isn’t for the benefit of you and I and
freedom for all.

Mel Ve also endorses another widely exposed dis-info agent Fritz
Springmeier - another authority on ‘mind control’. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qv2ywvBEHhU Also
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSep7JBmCxk Take a look at
http://fauxcapitalist.com/2012/09/30/more-evidence-that-fritzspringmeier-is-a-phony-a-new-world-order-colony-on-mars/ And
http://www.realityunknown.com/category/controlled-opposition/
There are some good comments here too
http://lunaticoutpost.com/showthread.php?tid=148740&page=3
Also see
http://barbarahartwellvscia.blogspot.co.uk/2012/01/cointelpro-mkultra-controlled.html
As said, mind control is real, but not in the sense the NWO disinfo
brigade would have you believe. The purpose of which is to so ridicule
the area of mind control that the general populace are discouraged from
looking to see if there is any truth in it. Mind control is far more subtle
and widespread throughout society. See also my Ben Emlyn PDF on
this.
Mel Ve also endorses the thoroughly discredited pair Dr Judy Wood
and Andrew Johnson. Take a look at this hilarious video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0R4RRGjOSo0 The full cringe
worthy interview ‘Directed Energy Weapons? LOL! Dr Greg Jenkins
Destroys Judy Wood (Full Interview)’ is here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qYm1AnUKi8 Also see
http://wideshut.co.uk/judy-wood-911/ [Please note, Keelan Balderson
is, unfortunately, not the real deal either. More on him in my pdf on the
Hampstead Hoax psy-op
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/THE_HAMPSTEAD_HOAX_PSY-OP.php]
One of Wood’s jaw dropping remarks to Dr Jenkins is: “I’m not saying

there’s absolutely no debris because somebody may have had some
pennies on the window sill that may have been falling down.” What
has Dr Wood got her PhD in??? This is the woman who is heavily
endorsed by Richard D Hall [who has his own BSc in bullshit] of
Richplanet TV fame – she gets regular TV coverage, is praised to the hilt
and gets to flog her £32 comic ... er book on his show. That alone
renders Hall’s credibility as absolute zilch.
Mel Ve, Richard D Hall and all the other controlled opposition clowns are
being prostituted as pretend spokespersons against the NWO by sinister
forces. Their giant egos prevents them seeing that the illusion they help
create is unsustainable and that one day soon, they and all of Satan’s
little helpers, will awaken to find that their little worlds have imploded
with spectacular effect.
Now, let’s take a look at Mel’s 17/6/’12 radio broadcast.
http://www.freedomcentral.info/page.php?page=radio_show_170612&titl
e=$radio_show_170612 I’ll just comment on the salient points - with my
input, as always, in red.
Some credit should be afforded to her for stating publicly her opinion on
some of the controlled opposition. However she is not convincing
because her expose is half-hearted. Why? Well, for starters, this radio
broadcast is rather obscure – it has no title, no introductory blurb and it
is hidden on her radio archives amongst 33 other ‘radio shows’ which
are also without title or anything to tell us what the show is about.
Compare that to her video library where there are titles and photos of the
guests; and when you click on the title you have an overview of the
contents.
Mel speaks with caution, saying that the people she names are
suspected of being controlled opposition. If she did some independent
research she would know who the agents are. If she actually worked for
freedom and not for the dark forces she would be exposing all of them,
in forthright fashion.
She tells us that all is not what it seems within the T/M and that most are
not the real deal. Neither is she. She says Santos Bonacci - who she
greatly trusts and whose work she follows - says 60% of the T/M is coopted and put there to scare and confuse us. How does he know it is
60%? It looks to me that almost all of it is.

She says there are a lot of egos in the T/M and adds that she doesn’t
want to slag anyone off. If you are serious about standing up to evil you
have to show the shills the absolute contempt they deserve. So, of
course you have to ‘slag them off’. There is no ‘nice’ way to do it.
She says many are using the T/M for their self-interest, to make lots of
money and gain celebrity ... that they’re not awakening folk, that they’re
actually doing a lot of damage. And she is assisting in the damage. On
top of everything else I’ve pointed out thus far, she unconvincingly
exposes the controlled opposition agents, which is no different than
being a half-truther. For example she uses the fake pair Sheva Burton
and Louise Clarke as examples of ‘survivors’ in her ‘The Consequence
of the Co Opted Truth Movement – Survivors speak out!’ video. She
names people she suspects are controlled opposition and need
questioning, but she doesn’t do that questioning and she doesn’t even
expose anyone with any reasoned argument or supporting
documentation. In other words she is no threat to the controlled
opposition and that is because she is on their side and is only pretending
to be exposing them. I haven’t looked at all her videos but from what I
have seen [which are quite a lot and are the ones I mention], the only
interviews she’s done exposing the controlled opposition that are of any
use are the ones she did with the Hollie Hoax group. And that was
because they [who are honest and upright] were providing the truth,
backed up by the facts. More on this below.
Mel says during this radio broadcast and throughout various videos
she’s made that there are people who are provably co-opted. She says
some are pretentious – using the T/M for fame. She makes the point
that she doesn’t want Alex Jones on her site, “confusing people with his
disinfo”. So why does she have Icke, Veitch and all the others who she
calls disinfo on there? More on this below. She says Alex Jones is
“mocking the truth”. She says they are “bringing in a new reality, but
it’s not the truth.” New What? ... New Reality ... New Age ... New
Nonsense ... New World Order. The truth is Mel is also pretentious - a
‘mocking bird’, using the T/M for fame.
Mel says she’s done research and proved “the controlled opposition are
co-opted”. That doesn’t actually make sense because controlled
opposition and co-opted means the same thing. In any case she hasn’t
shown us any evidence of this research and she hasn’t proved anything.
She just says a lot and talks in vague terms. For example she says
“Camelot are disinfos” and that she has “questions for all the Camelot
lot”. She includes Bill Ryan, saying that she knows he and Jordan

Maxwell are “playing a game”; yet, rather than making new videos, full of
hard hitting questions, which might convince us that she means
business, she leaves the video interviews that she did with Ryan and
Maxwell up! She says lots of people have told her that Bill Ryan and
Kerry Cassidy are agents and that “people are scared of them”. Looks
like she’s too scared to name these people she speaks of! Either that or
she’s just feeding us more BS. She says Kerry Cassidy, like Ian R
Crane, asks for money. She says Kerry spends the money intended for
Camelot on nice clothes and good food for herself!
She acknowledges Charlie Veitch is controlled, saying he has “flip
flopped” on 9/11. But she is light-hearted about it, leaving the videos up
that she did with him and trivialising the fact he is a traitor by use of a
“Get well Charlie Veitch” video message which infers that she hopes he
will one day recover from his ‘illness’ and get back on the right side!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GD83QaPn1SE This making light of
Charlie’s treachery makes a mockery of all genuine freedom fighters,
many of whom battle for years against very evil forces for truth and
justice and in the doing PAY A HIGH PRICE. Such flippancy fuels my
belief that Mel Ve is enjoying her starring role in this ‘truther’ pantomime.
Is she suffering any hardship? Hell no. Why would she when it’s just a
game to her. Agents of the state get well rewarded for their loyalty to
service. She says so herself.
I have news for Mel Ve, anyone who can be bought by the ruling elite
[and that includes her] cannot and will never be unshackled from
Satan.
She says if you have an ego you can be persuaded to work for them.
So that’s you too then Mel. Yes?
She says Charlie Veitch is an example of egotists who will do anything
to feed their ego. That’s rich coming from her who boasts 150,000 hits
on her Bill Ryan interview and 200,000 hits on her Icke video. It’s
obvious she cares more about popularity and celebrity than truth, justice
and righteousness.
She tells us she’s never removed the videos from her site or You Tube
channel “because they have played a very important part in our journey
of discovery”. She also says: “They have a place” and “We’ve learned a
lot from these people. Course she has – how to spread bullshit. We
feel their message is valuable. We don’t take anyone’s work down
irrespective of how we feel about them now on a personal level”. What

she means is that she gives mixed messages; which gets us back to
the half-truther mentality i.e. the confusion; the PRETENCE. Folks; my
fellow slaves, we are being blinded, bedazzled, brainwashed and buried
in the matrix of total MSM and C/O control. WAKE UP. She says it’s not
about the messenger but about the message. How very sweet, fluffy
and COMFORTABLE. Of course it’s about the messenger. Has Mel
forgot, we are in an INFO WAR. We are in a WAR FFS. You can’t
attack messages. Duh.
Mel says she’s “not part of the Truth Movement”. True, she’s every bit
as fake and Satan serving as the rest of them. She talks about
evolving for the betterment of humanity. Jesus wept! There is no
evolving. There is a process going on of good people standing up to
evil people. End of. That’s it. That is all.
Mel preaches that you should “walk your talk in the truth movement”.
SHE DOESN’T!
She says she knows the PTB can shut you down any minute. She
hasn’t been shut down and she never will be. She is a very big asset to
them.
Mel believes in and promotes Arizona Wilder. No surprises there.
Course that just confirms Mel Ve must be completely cuckoo. Anyone
who believes that the royals change into lizards when they are asleep or
that they can’t stay in human form at the scent of blood; that they
transform and go crazy ... is beyond barmy. See
http://swallowingthecamel.blogspot.co.uk/2012/06/prodigal-witch-partxvi-illuminati.html I quote: “Some of Arizona's weirder claims. Let's be
honest, here: This is all batshit insane. But a few things Arizona told Icke
are just a shade battier than the rest of it.”
See also http://sodlikeproductions.motion-forum.net/t1438-arizonawilder-the-nwo-shill and http://reptilianfacts.blogspot.co.uk/2014/02/arizona-wilder-revelations-of-mother.html
She speaks of Alfred Webre, saying he is a Knight of Malta, serves the
Pope and “is in there with the worst of them”. She says he is involved
with the Disclosure movement, which she says is a co-opted CIA front.
She says the T/M was started and co-opted and funded by the CIA and
intelligence. How can she be sure of that?
She says we don’t know enough truth to be able to figure it all out and
we’re not allowed to know too much or we’ll gain too much power.

That’s stating the obvious. We know we are in the process of piecing
the massive jigsaw puzzle together. She certainly sounds like she is in
the know. She’s a very clever lady, playing her acting role admirably.
She talks quite a bit about Icke. She criticises him for being part of the
system – paying his taxes etc, even though he preaches freedom. Well
we’re all part of the system. And so is Mel Ve. We have no other
choice. Anyone who claims to be living outside the system [apart from a
tribesman maybe, living a nomadic life] is a bloody liar. I’d like to see
the evidence for it. The only way you can do that is if you’re leeching off
others.
She says she’s proven there is a reptilian bloodline. I’d sure like to see
that proof! Perhaps she could make a video of one of the ruling elite
family members – a senior royal maybe - turning into a lizard when she
wafts a container of blood under their noses!
She says David Icke doesn’t talk about the Jesuits; that he is a Jesuit
co-agitator. She calls Icke one of the worst examples of a traitor to
humanity. Yeah so bad that she leaves the videos she did with him up!
She says he is part of the monster he claims to fight; that he is a wolf in
sheep’s clothing. SO IS SHE.
She says ‘they’ try to get you to work for them; that they promise you
fame, money, book sales etc as long as you don’t say certain things.
Wonder how she knows so much about this!!! She says you’re not
allowed to say it’s Rome ... the Vatican ... the Jesuits i.e. the real perps.
How can she be so sure it’s the Jesuits/Vatican? Many say it’s the
Jews. This video is very compelling http://thegreateststorynevertold.tv/
What has she been given/promised for her loyalty to the PTB? Bill
Cooper says it’s not the Jews https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHmWcRZ72A None of us really know. We are all trying to piece this
giant jigsaw together. I think sometimes we can get hung up on
worrying about who the overlords are when really it isn’t necessary and
just wastes valuable time. We know we are ruled by a network of secret
societies, that come in many disguises, all of which contain many
levels. That’s what needs to change.
Someone anonymous comments on a forum: “We’re onto your disinfo.
You and the Karen Hudos Jew/ fake opposition agents with their “Jesuits
rule the NWO and intl banks” line. Laughable. JEWsuits maybe. BTW:
the Vatican Bank was taken over by the Rothschilds in 1832 ... No
Bimbo, your diversionary claptrap wont fly. We know exactly who tops

the pyramid and their names are on the Fortune 500, CFR, MSM and
top banks. Those names are 93% JEWISH. Not a Catholic priest among
them; much less a Hindu, Xtian or Muslim. So take your troll trash and
stuff it!”
Talking of Karen Hudos, Mel endorses her too. Well what a surprise!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_C3LcsTtMu0
She talks about the HG story, saying that she used to champion it. She
says it looks like there are holes in the story. She then goes on to say
that there’s a bunch of egos; that the likes of Icke, Gerrish ... don’t want
to look at the evidence because “it makes them look stupid”. Mel
must’ve been told to say that – by some high up faceless nameless
seedy mason. Someone of her intelligence would know that this is much
more serious than the likes of super shills Icke and Gerrish merely
looking stupid. She must know that they [and Green, McKenzie, McNeill
and a whole load more who collectively make up ‘Hollie’s Army’] are in
on the Masonic concoction that is the Hollie Greig story. By playing it
down she is protecting them. The whole lot of them are mega criminals
and should be locked up for a very long time for their treachery to
humanity. She says the story could have been co-opted and infiltrated
at some stage. She talks about the campaign being hijacked and split
down the middle. What does she mean by that? It just doesn’t make
sense. It sounds like Mel has been told to say that too - to throw
confusion into the mix. She is presenting it as if the Justice for Hollie
Greig campaign was legit, but then got corrupted i.e. hijacked. The
story is a complete fabrication. But to hear Mel talk you wouldn’t think
it. The story is that Hollie and a few other children were abused by a
gang of paedophiles. That story has been proven to have been
fabricated. That means Hollie and the others were never abused. The
question is why does Hollie have an ‘Army’ and why was her
phoney campaign publicised so heavily worldwide by virtually the
whole of the ‘alternative media’? If Mel really cared about truth and
justice, she would be leading a fund raising venture to help Sylvia and
Wyn and all the other victims sue Anne Greig, Robert Green and all the
other peddlers of HG lies – Icke, Crane, McNeill, McKenzie, McFerran,
Gerrish, Maloney, Quinn, Butlincat ... for libel. But what does she
actually do? She leaves the videos she did with the odious creatures
Robert Green and Ian McFerran up on her site, which suggests that she
still supports them; thus giving out mixed messages. Mel Ve has no
intention of getting to the bottom of it. No-one in the Troof movement is
interested in that. They are paid to muddy the waters. In fact Mel goes
one step further and really serves her paymasters well by then throwing

some doubt into the pool by saying “we’ve been duped, but not
completely”. She thinks “Hollie may have been abused to a certain
degree but not by all 22 people”. Why would she say that? There is
not a scrap of evidence Hollie was sexually abused by anyone. [She
has actually been abused by her mother and her mother’s ‘friends’ – the
HGJ scumbags.] Point is, why is Mel Ve putting the seeds of doubt into
her listeners’ minds by saying that? The suggestion then is that
something has happened. By creating this uncertainty Mel is misleading
her audience. It’s a typical shill ploy to throw people off the scent. She
is deliberately leading people to believe that there is some truth to the
story i.e that it’s not a complete hoax. This stops people asking too
many awkward questions. The last thing the big guns of the controlled
opposition want is a curious populace wanting to know what the Hollie
Greig story is really all about. Mel talks about opportunism that was
seized upon by Anne Greig. The tactic of focussing attention on Anne,
together with the other tactics, protects the real criminals behind the
scam – Green, Gerrish, McKenzie and the rest of the clan. Having said
that the psy-op supremos would have us believe that the chickens are
finally coming home to roost. Don’t be taken in. Take a look at my pdf
on The Hampstead Hoax PSY-OP for more on that.
Mel is obviously very aware of the prominent role Sabine McNeill has in
promoting the Hollie Greig farce; indeed Mel takes the credit for being
the first broadcaster to give the Hollie Hoax group a platform, whereby
coherent credible and comprehensive evidence was presented to prove
that story was a work of fiction. So how in the world can she trust
anything Sabine now says? Well she does - or, rather, she pretends to.
She’s a brilliant actress is Mel. Shills have to be. Mel tops them all
though; she can really turn on the crocodile tears when required. Have
a look at this video interview that she did with Sabine McNeill re the socalled ‘Kids Whistleblowing Satanic Sex Cult in Hampstead London’ on
13th March 2015 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9JCwBfxHQg The
absolute disgust and utter contempt I feel for these two evil fakes –
Sabine McNeill and Mel Ve is indescribable. They really make my blood
boil.
At the end of the video Mel gushes: “It is an honour and a privilege to
talk to you ... your strength, your honour, your courage to take on such
difficult matters.” She says she doesn’t go in front of the camera much –
“only for very special people, like you”. Nauseating. Even worse is the
fact that Mel is giving Sabine a regular slot on her show. This suck up
to Sabine tells you everything you need to know about the traitor Mel Ve
and who she really works for.

Incidentally that broadcast is via Mel’s new ‘Conscious Consumer
Network’ [CCN] which she founded together with her husband. Fellow
disgusting disinformationist Alfred Webre says CCN stands for ‘Creative
Consumer Network’ and calls it a collective news network. It’s actually a
black propaganda network and CCN stands for ‘Contemptible Cointelpro
Network’.
Have a look at this video published on 26th February 2015 entitled ‘CCN
Director Mel Ve: Anonymous Hampstead expose is plausibly real –
Citizens must now take action’ whereby Webre interviews Mel Ve for her
response to reader comments questioning the veracity of reports at
Hampstead http://newsinsideout.com/2015/02/video-ccn-director-mel-veanonymous-hampstead-expose-is-plausibly-real-citizens-must-now-takeaction/
Have a look also at the accompanying blurb: “During her interview Mel
Ve shared aspects of the Hampstead Heath area that are conducive to
an Interdimensional context of negativity and the attraction of negative
and malevolent entities. Mel Ve noted the predominance of High Gate
Cemetery with its history of sightings of greys and reptilians, roped off
pyramid and underground chamber, adjacent to where Bram Stoker
wrote and set scenes from Dracula, a classic novel about vampire ritual
sacrifice and blood-drinking.” FFS.
Another brilliant psy-warrior is Charlie the charlatan Foulkes. Like Mel
she is also clever and charming and convincing [well, to the ‘halfawakers’ at least] and is also able to pull the wool over people’s eyes.
She also uses the same shilly neutralising tactics to great effect. Take a
look at my write ups on her. Here’s a flavour: Charlie is playing a very
devious ‘game’. Whilst acknowledging that the well-known names in
‘trutherland’ are actually half-truthers [i.e. shills], she’s saying they’re still
worth listening to because, “a lot of what they say is valid!” She
mentions some of the Big Guns here
http://www.charliefoulkes.co.uk/truth/index.html and here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPAnE4zw2DU#t=392 whereby
she’s giving Ian Josephs the thumbs up. She tells her readers that she
has ‘issues’ with some of these people, but that we needn’t worry as we
can just disregard the bullshit that they spew. As for the HG story, she
only touches on it. She refers to it as a “dodgy campaign”, says there is
“something fishy”, but also adds that “I do believe that she was
abused”.

Anyone can say they were abused. It doesn’t mean they were. Anyone
can say they believe someone else was abused. That doesn’t hold
water either. How would Charlie F, Mel V, Sheva B, Louise C, Ben
Emlyn and all the other bloody FAKES like it if their names were
included in the list of people being accused of being involved in the rape
of Hollie Greig? They would want to get to the bottom of it. They
would want to know why certain people [the HGJ evildoers] are hell
bent on defending that story.
Mel talks about Sandra Barr, who is a close friend of Belinda McKenzie
and who she says has also been co-opted. She says she has spoken to
Sandra’s ex boyfriend. She then throws in a whopper of absurdity
saying that Sandra says she was abducted by aliens and that she
says she has a reptilian soul. I wonder what reward Sandra Barr got
from her Masonic handler for allowing herself to be ridiculed in this way.
From what I can deduce is really going on behind the scenes, the big
guns of trooferland – the main players in the HG story - knew that the
Hollie story was about to unravel, so in order to protect themselves they
had to do some damage limitation. That was achieved by agent Ve
introducing the confusion and both agents Barr and Ve trivialising the
whole thing with their talk of ETs, and Mel chatting shit about reptilians,
and saying things like, “we know aliens exist.”
Dingbat Mel believes people are incarnated and have come from other
planets. She says “they have advanced densities and have fallen to live
amongst us to help us evolve”. Seriously I can’t get my head around the
likes of lovely talented Mel Ve stooping so low that she would agree to
spew this bullshit. What price Melanie Spencer, for selling your soul?
Was it worth it? How do you sleep at night? The hypocrite then
astonishingly puts Lord Pye [of ‘Starchild skull’ fame] on her ‘mocking
bird’ list; saying he is deliberate perversion diversion, distracting us from
the real important stuff!
She says she questions Jim Corr - James Stephan Ignatius Corr TheCorrs
But the only thing she can find wrong with him is that he hangs on to his
MBE. [The Corr siblings were appointed as honorary MBEs in 2005
by Queen Elizabeth II of Great Britain, in recognition of their musical
talents and also their charitable work which raised money for Freeman
Hospital in Newcastle (where their mother was treated), victims of
the Omagh Bombing, The Prince's Trust, and other charities. Jim and
his sisters were also involved in the Live 8 series of concerts, performing
at Edinburgh in mid-2005 alongside Bono and other acts such as Annie

Lennox, Eddie Izzard and Bob Geldof. He also performed at Nelson
Mandela's46664 concert in South Africa, to help raise awareness of the
growing AIDS epidemic in Africa.] If he’s a serious freedom fighter, of
course he should give the Queen her gong back. But there is a lot more
that is questionable about Corr than just that. Why didn’t Mel do some
research on him?
For starters anyone who gets any kind of TV coverage is highly suspect.
Before I woke up to the existence of controlled opposition, and with that
the realisation that Edge Media TV is controlled, I noticed Jim Corr was
a regular speaker on the ‘controversial’ channel 200. Straight away that
raises alarm bells. But not for Mel.
Let’s examine the interview she did with him in June 2011
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vw-MAi5AX-Q At that time Mel
says “Jim Corr has become one of the most trusted and respected
sources of alternative information”. Why would she want such a video
up on her site if she later began to doubt him? Again, she is giving
mixed messages. She is not convincing. She is neutralising. She is
pretending i.e. FAKE.
The video is only 18 mins long but there are lots of breaks in the filming.
I wonder why. Heavy editing? Mel calls him an infowarrior. She should
have said he’s a disinfowarrior.
Corr says we need to say NO to the system that is enslaving us. Well
that will do diddly squat for us, as he well knows. All it would achieve is
revolution, which of course is what all shills are promoting. And that, as
he also knows, will lead us to our enslavement.
Corr doesn’t tell us anything new. He just repeats what is widely
championed by all the shills. And in keeping with Masonic rules he
doesn’t mention freemasonry or any secret society – not once. Instead
the idiot just says things like: “We need to get out and get them – our socalled leaders - to listen to us as we are their employers.” What a load
of old tommy rot. Spoken like a fuckin mason.
He says he agrees with the notion of peaceful mass non-compliance.
Leading to revolution. He says that’s the way it is going to happen. He
also says that when people are protesting they need to be aware of
agent provocateurs. Well protest may have its place, but what is more
important is that shills like him and Mel are thoroughly exposed and
dealt with. When that day comes freedom will be just over the horizon.

He says: “The agent provocateurs, who we know are undercover cops,
need to be pushed back into the police lines where they belong.” He
laughs at his joke there. Smug bastard. Mel laughs too. Birds of a
fuckin feather.
There is no chance of the millionaire musician putting his money where
his mouth is. The unsavoury character is exposed here
http://www.thejournal.ie/jim-corr-acc-bank-debt-loan-910569-May2013/
for his dodgy financial dealings and is even warned about perjuring
himself: “Corr denied that it was his aim to keep the property from

the bank, at which Mr Justice Peter Kelly intervened and told the
songwriter to reconsider his answer. “Did all of that just happen by
a stroke of good luck? Do you really expect me to believe that?
Seriously?” he asked. Judge Kelly also reminded him that he was
under oath when giving his reconsidered answer.”
Take a look at Corr’s FB
https://www.facebook.com/jim.corr.961?pnref=story On his
timeline is this ‘Danielle La Veritte’ video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyrL4i8kdpI – ‘Support Chris
and Stacey Spivey’. He has other ‘Danielle La Veritte’ vids on his
timeline too.
Also on his timeline are links to Alex Jones’ Prison Planet, Thomas
Sheridan, Brian Gerrish, UK Column and Lou Collins ...
Take a look at this thread
http://www.boards.ie/vbulletin/showthread.php?t=2056171934 “I’ve
always considered Jim Corr as courageous and sincere if a little
misled by Alex Jones/Loose Change disinfo. However, his
association with Lord Christopher Monckton has made me doubt his
integrity.”
Take a look here too https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDPhRaZNgSU
where he is talking politics – the Irish election 2011. Doesn’t he know ALL
politicians are controlled?
I think it’s pretty clear which side of the fence Jim Corr sits. And it aint on the
side of freedom.

Mel says Jane Burgermeister’s story is very questionable. She doesn’t
specify why or elaborate in any way. Later in her radio programme,

without providing any reason, just that Jim Corr questions JB, she calls
her a disinfo agent. In this
http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?4898-JaneBurgermeister-friend-or-foe forum the question being asked is JB:
friend or foe? ‘Curative’ says: “I have recently been involved in
debate regarding her credibility with what I perceive as a
growing movement of alternative researchers in their unified
condemnation of JB. Namely Ian R Crane, Jim Corr and others.
They are circulating the allegation that Jane is either mentally
unstable or a NWO plant. All this at a time when Jane is
apparently fighting against prosecution by the Austrian
Judiciary.
I for one cannot turn a blind eye to this situation as ultimately
it comes down to this: Either JB is untrustworthy or her
accusers are.”
Steven replies: “A quick search on Jim
Corr http://www.jimcorr.com/ and Ian R
Crane http://www.ianrcrane.co.uk/ shows both men are
researcher for NWO agenda. Selling products on the subject...
They are no expert in medical/phamaceutical field. Why they
came up with this attack on JB credibilty?”
Until I get a chance to do the research I don’t know whether JB
is genuine or not. However since Ian R Crane is a widely
known and proven controlled opposition agent and Jim Corr is
also exposed as one, it would seem that Jane Burgermeister is
the real deal. Until it is proven otherwise, that remains the
case. Links on this ‘friend or foe’ thread show that the court
proceedings against her were dropped. See also
http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?4844-JaneBurgermeister-needs-our-help
See also
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1021325/
pg1 Jim Corr VS Jane Burgermeister - WTF? Jane says:
“The documents and evidence are all on my website. There is no
mystery.
The mystery is why James Corr is trying to discredit me and using

almost exactly the same approach, yes even the same pseudo friendly
language as Ian Crane and Paul Byrne.
In repeating claims I have not filed charges and asking for proof, James
is, of course, actively discrediting me himself under the guise of trying to
shore up my credibility.
Also, James Corr makes the strange statement that it makes little
difference to my work if I filed criminal charges or a complaint, whatever
a complaint might be.
The fact is, it does make big difference to the Bilderbergs and New
World Order if criminal charges have been filed, a police investigation
has taken place, and there is proof that holds up in a court of law that
Baxter tried to trigger a global bird flu pandemic in 2009 and the Austrian
authorities are helping them cover up the incident.
From his bizarre email, it is hard not to conclude Jim Corr also belongs
to the controlled opposition to be found in alternative media, unions,
NGOs, and who are boosted in their careers by the Bildeberg/NWO
money machine.
But everyone can decide for themselves. This is his email:
James Corr < jamesroc@mac.com >
tojane burgermeister < jmburgermeister@gmail.com >
dat eTue, Mar 23, 2010 at 9:40 AM
Dear Jane,
Sorry for troubling you in relation to this matter and do bear with me.
Having posted a request on my fb page, and up on my web-site, that you
and your web-site be supported by my supporters, I've been inundated
surprisingly with somewhat negative feedback. People are doubting that
you filed legal charges and are assuming that what you submitted were
in fact 'complaints' for which you received acknowledgements, and not
actual 'charges'. Please dispel these ridicules rumours with the proof that
charges were properly filed then we can all be done with this matter.
If it is the case that only complaints were submitted well Jane it still had
the desired effect and doesn't take away from the fact that you woke so

many people up to the reality of what was going on, but I would admit
this Jane if that is the case. It is coming down to an issue of credibility
and I would not want it in any way to interfere with your future work or
the support going to your web-site so please do dispel these rumours
and show the proof of charges filed,
Many thanks and keep up the great work,
Jim Corr”
Michael Tellinger is another one that Mel herself acknowledges is
discredited and yet she leaves the video she did with him online.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iusSDZaR_QY
And why the hell would she ‘like’ on her FB page, the likes of: David
Icke, Michel Tellinger, Bill Ryan, ‘Help Hollie Greig receive the justice
she deserves’ and a host of other thoroughly discredited twoofers? As
said even though she acknowledges during her various
interviews/broadcasts that certain people are controlled opposition, she
should not then ‘like’ them or link to them in any shape or form. She
certainly should not be leaving video interviews up. That is just
pretence. Pretenders are on Satan’s side. It doesn’t matter how popular
or famous these ‘alternative media’ speakers are, they’re evil and they’re
working for the slave masters. They need to be destroyed. Anyone
who values their reputation will not afford any fraudster any
credibility whatsoever by allowing their own good name to be in
any way associated with gatekeepers for the NWO. Anyone who
allows their name to be tainted in this way, as Mel Ve does, is an actor.
Such people are insincere and will not be tolerated.
Anyone who links or associates with shills on any level does him/her self
a grave disservice
To conclude, the “New Age” is hardly a new view, in fact, it is very
ancient, the most ancient of all lies. Many of these occult practices and
beliefs were a part of very early pagan cultures. Many practices, such as
witchcraft, sorcery, spiritualism (contacting spirits from the other worlds),
divination, astrology (clairvoyance; seeing the future), necromancy
(consulting the dead) mediums (channelling) all of these and more are
clearly and strongly condemned in Scripture (Deut. 18: 9-17; Lev.19,
Isaiah 47: 9-15). These and other occult practices were practiced by the

ancient tribes and mystery religions of the Chaldeans, Egyptians, and
the Babylonian culture. Horoscopes, palm reading, crystal ball, water
witching, pendulum, divining rod, tarot cards, tea leave reading,
numerology, palmistry, Ouija board and the study of animal entrails have
given way to more modern updated names but the practices are still
the same. Only the names have changed such as channelling or spirit
guides is the practice of ancient mediums and spiritualism. These have
been used by shamans, witchdoctors and mystics in the ancient world.
God has always warned his people not to participate in this.
Mel promotes Traditional Shamanic medicines. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZ6MYBEfjk0
Shamanism ) is a practice that involves a practitioner reaching altered
states of consciousness in order to encounter and interact with the spirit
world and channel these transcendental energies into this world. A
shaman is a person regarded as having access to, and influence in, the world
of benevolent and malevolent spirits, who typically enters into a trance
state during a ritual, and practices divination and healing. Shamanism is
occult as the rituals are esoteric and "hidden"
The following comments are from Barbara Hartwell and others:
Having studied the New Age Movement for over thirty years; having
been on the inside of CIA's New Age propaganda campaign, designed to
foment spiritual and moral complacency; to discourage individual
critical/analytical thought; to usurp the power of God and implement a
One World Government, One World Religion and to usher in the New
Age/New World Order, I have found a number of phrases and buzzwords
commonly, continually and consistently repeated by the New Agers
which are emblematic of their belief system.
http://barbarahartwell.blogspot.co.uk/2006/12/new-age-politicallycorrect-thought.html
Here are some basic tenets of this New Age psychology and philosophy,
which more or less could be said to form a sort of "New Age Manifesto"
for the True Believers.
I haven't included them all; however these should serve as a fairly
comprehensive list of the most salient and well-established among the
New Age Community.

1) We create our own reality. Therefore, we are "responsible" for all that
happens to us, and have no one to blame but ourselves for any event that
takes place in our lives, including poverty, illness, assualts and even
murder. Therefore, it follows that "There are NO victims". Whatever it is,
get over it, say the New Agers, it's a "lesson" we needed to learn.
2) "Negativity" is to be avoided at all costs. Therefore, if you don't have
something "good" to say, something redolent of "love" and "light", say
nothing at all.
3) "What you resist, persists." Don't resist, no matter what may be
coming down the pike. Resistance is futile. Just "let go"; "go with the
flow" and submit yourself, trusting that "the universe" is "gifting" you
with an important "lesson".
4) Good and evil don't really exist. They are "illusions"....just "polarities"
which need to be "balanced".
5) "We are all one." This includes even the baddest of the bad guys. We
must be "tolerant" of ALL, no matter their crimes or atrocities. Yea,
verily, we must roll out the red carpet for evildoers, as they are a "part of
us" and have "lessons" to teach us.
6) "LET GO!" NOT "Let go and let God"....just "Let Go!" of anything
disturbing your "process." (They LOVE that word!) or which makes you
angry. Anger is a no-no in the New "Paradigm." (Another buzzword they
adore!) Anger is NEVER justified, no matter what the outrage, the
injustice or the transgression committed against you. Don't get mad, it
might interfere with your "process" or retard your "spiritual evolution."
7) Individual rights must be subsumed by the GROUP; the "team"; the
"committee"; the "community" or the "Global Village" for "the highest
good of all". It is "selfish" to attempt to protect one's individual rights or
sovereignty. By the same token, holding and protecting private property
is seen as "selfish".
8) "The earth is a "school." We are here only to learn, so that we can

"evolve spiritually."
9) ALL relationships with others are for one basic purpose: "To teach us
about ourselves." This of course, includes adversarial relationships of
every stripe, even domestic violence, incest or sexual abuse. No
problem!.....they say. "We chose these relatonships to LEARN." Yes
sirree Bob, ALL Others are a "mirror" for ourselves.
10) There are no moral absolutes. No behavior is really "right" or
"wrong." Everyone has "the right to be wrong" and therefore even to DO
wrong. It's all part of the "lessons" we are here to learn.
11) The world of "Third Density" (3-D) and all it contains is ONLY for
those among us who have not "woken up" and are therefore "trapped."
The "awakened" and "spiritually evolved" New Agers, with "FourthDensity Consciousness" will "ascend", while all others will be left behind.
According to various theories, which the New Agers continually squabble
over, this "ascension" will take place when "Mother Earth gives birth" to
"earth changes." When "Niburu" or "Planet X" enters the solar system.
When a special spiritual entity, such as "The Mahdi" manifests. When
"The Matreiya" incarnates. When the "friendly ETS" come to "beam up"
the chosen "lightworkers", etc. etc.
12) "Divisiveness" (another World-Class New Age buzzword) is seen as
"negative"; while "consensus" and collectivism are seen as "positive";
"loving" and " peace-nurturing."
13) All religions are nothing but a form of "mind control." There is no
value for the evolving human "BE-ING" (New Agers love to break up
words, intimating that there is a deeper meaning to be gleaned for those
"in the know".)
Anyone who chooses to worship God through a religion (God forbid!) is
seen as being spiritually retarded or in a sort of spiritual kindergarten
class. But not to worry, say the New Agers, WE (their favorite word) will
ALL "get there." WE are ALL following the very same "spiritual
evolution" or "process."

True, they say, some of us (usually themselves) are "ahead" of others on
the "path" but ALL will "arrive" eventually at the same place, no matter
the evil deeds they have committed, because there really is NO EVIL,
only "learning" on the "journey" of spiritual evolution.
14) It is an "illusion" to believe there are any real differences between
individual human beings, any separateness or individual spiritual
integrity. NO individual is unique, since really, WE ARE ALL ONE.
15) Those who [dare to] speak and live THEIR OWN TRUTH, based on
their own experience and knowledge, in a myriad of ways, be it through a
religion; through being agnostic; through being loners by choice;
through claiming their natural God-given INDIVIDUAL rights in such
actions as SELF DEFENSE; and who refuse to CONFORM to the tenets
of the New Age Manifesto, are seen as "debunkers"; "spiritually
unevolved prisoners of Third-density Mind"; "unawakened" etc. etc.
So, what's wrong with this picture?
EVERYTHING!
At least by my way of thinking, my way of perceiving, my way of being.
It's HOGWASH, MUMBO JUMBO, DRIVEL, GOBBLEDYGOOK,
HOOEY, CLAP TRAP, RUBBISH!!!!!!
Why? By MY way of thinking, that is......
Because NONE of it has anything to do with me.
And yet, when I tell this to the New Agers, who invariably try to FOIST
this ridiculous philosophy on me, and anyone else who happens to cross
their path, I receive letters such as the one below.
It would seem, from the perspective of these New Age proponents, that
anyone who does not embrace the New Agers code of "love", "light" and
"peace"--at ANY PRICE-- and who will not sacrifice their INDIVIDUAL

rights or perspective, to become "ONE" with them, is persona non grata.
Individuals such as myself, who speak bluntly, FOR THEMSELVES, and
call a spade a spade, are considered fair game to be admonished for their
perceived inappropriate "anger" and "negativity".
Any DISAGREEMENT with one of the New Agers is deemed an "attack".
And the unwillingness of those such as myself to go along with the New
Age program --and " a "program" is precisely what it is-- are deemed
"trapped in third density", those with many more "lessons" before they
can "awaken" or "ascend."
And just so I'm clear, let me remind everyone that I have never sought to
stop any of the individual New Agers --or anyone else for that matter-from believing; knowing or living THEIR OWN TRUTH. That is each
individual's prerogative.
But it begs the question: WHY then --why, oh why-- do they feel the
need, seemingly the compulsion, to do that to me?
To accost me with their intrusive, unsolicited advice. To foist on me their
unsolicited amateur New-Age pop-psychological analysis.
To disrespect my INDIVIDUAL SPIRITUAL INTEGRITY, thinking it is
their prerogative to determine what another "should" or "should not" be
doing; thinking; feeling; saying or writing.
For those with eyes to see and ears to hear, the answer is very clear.
But read this exchange between me and just one (there are many more
where she came from) of the 'card-carrying members of the New Age
Politically Correct Thought Police', and PLEASE, by all means DECIDE
FOR YOURSELF.
Barbara Hartwell
October 25, 2003

Re: RESPECTFULLY, I MUST STAND MY GROUND
Over time, frauds isolate themselves, the next round of gullible New
Agers floats in, gets disenchanted, wash, rinse, repeat. Thereby
assuring X amount of $$$ to continue Wilcock-Camelot-Avalon-insert
fraud
Exopolitics is a fancy term for "extraterrestrial politics"
As no extraterrestrial life has been discovered yet, let alone
extraterrestrial life capable of politics, this is the domain of cranks
Exopoliticians do not waste time with evidences and facts, of course.
They have nothing to do with the real world.
Bottom line here. While these people are navel gazing and
searching their subconscious mind, seeking to make a
connection to the "consciousness that is all of us"... TPTB are
still trying to kill us.
Naive?
These things exist not because we willed them to be. These
things exist because there are evil people among us who
control the earth's resources and are aided by those who eat at
their table. The reality of evil is the blood and the bombs that
rain down on the innocent. To suggest we are dealing with
simply different energies is way too obtuse an explanation and
in fact, pretty insulting to those who are suffering. As if this
shit is our fault?
Virtually all those I know wish for good things for all. With the
majority of humanity yearning for peace and abundance,
shouldn't we have already been able to defeat the evil simply
by expressing and reflecting positive energy? Yet it does not
happen.

This belief of a "oneness" is a part of the same group who wish
to blur the lines of good and evil, man and god.
The next one will be no better if they do not distinguish
between good and evil besides calling them simply opposite
energies. Sounds like the same legalese we get in the courts.
There is a very dangerous lack of critical thinking going on and
it seems to be spreading further across the "truth movement."
New Age stuff can hide in plain sight, with a lot of 'sciencey' smoke and
mirrors to lend it an air of legitimacy.
New age is just a blanket term. It's as ambiguous as "truth
movement" and full of just as many well-poisoners and con
artists feeding off of useful idiots.

Also, since New Age beliefs aren't as concrete or well-defined, it's harder
to help people become aware of the the subtleties of irrationality -- and
there's always that question of "What's the harm? Let people believe
what they want, all personal truths are equal!"
New Age stuff is more slippery than the well-worn woo of ancient
religions. I'm only now beginning to appreciate how much pain is caused
by this commercialized and slick-packaged superstition.
We are in a battle between good and evil. I can no more manipulate my
reality than I can anyone else’s. I dream of flying, yet I cannot. Of being
whole in mind and body, yet I am not. I dream of peace and abundance,
yet when I look out my door, I see war and need.
new age shit is mumbo-jumbo.
A lot of people are being mislead. The physics theory about a
holographic universe has nothing to do with cereal box
holograms or the Matrix. That's not what holographic means,
but the theory is distorted by new agers into meaning just that.
Same thing with raising awareness. That doesn't mean raising

your soul outside of the Earth and meeting your magical spiritbased higher self. BTW, the original concepts of a higher self
have also been distorted. That higher self is always with you is
what the original explanation is. Raising awareness and
perceptions means letting go of belief and bias-based
perceptions holding you back to see the whole picture and not
be confined to a part of it.
Either this stuff is misunderstood or more likely con artists are
fooling people into believing superstition. IMO, the "love is the
answer and love is pouring from my chakras" people are the
perfect victims because they are being brainwashed into
accepting submission as well as projecting their emotions and
showing mercy to criminals. They're also forever chasing a
dead end and nowhere near any meaningful knowledge which
is suppressed by materialism. Then you got stuff like in
theosophy which isn't 100% direct and encodes stuff
metaphorically just like religious texts. Taking it all literally and
you lose any meaning of value.
Fuck the new age movement. And the truth movement. If they
weren't both created by the psychopathic criminal powers,
those powers now control them and use them to keep people in
the dark.
Finally Mel promotes the crop circle crap:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eue2otbO3Zg and chemtrails:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBV0pHjRPvY See my PDF on Ben
Emlyn Jones for more.
There is overwhelming evidence that Mel Ve is a New Age protagonist
and a thoroughly disgusting dishonest disinformation peddler in general.

